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Abstract
The thesis is essentially a three-part critical stirdy of Rice's Beauty tnlogy and the
deveioprneat of wornan-centered pomography as an industry which followed the trilogy's
publication, From an anti-censorship femïnist perspective, 1 first locate Rice's trilogy
the germa1 context offmtasy Iiterature and tàiry tales. 1go on to examine how
dominant-submissive positions in s e 4 reiationships p l l e l those of the author-reader
relationship, as well as the implications of such a mode1 for literary criticism. Finally, i
look at the meteoric growth of the "fernp~rn'~
indwüy. hcluded in this h a 1 discussion
are examinations ofthe distinctions between erotica and pomography, the impact of
ceasorship, and women as consumen, participants, and producers in the pomography
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Introduction
Bravery is relative. There are those who would say that for an established woman author to

wouid
~ be
engage in writuig hardcore sadomasochistic pomography, even ui the 1 9 8 0 ~
tantamount to jmf&onal self-immolation,Ïfnot cotlStNedas an act of outright gendexcide.

In deciding to pubIish her Slee~ine
Beauîv trilogy- however, Aune Rice took as her mode1 of
colnage a gmup whose rïsk was even gxeatw, as Katherine Ramsland explains inher

biography of Rice, these hems were bomosexuai men, especially those who were "coming
out" (105-06). Compared to that ofa man laying his sexuaiity open to the s d a y of
family and fkîends, the gamble Riw was gohg to take with the Beauty tdogy was moderate
at best, and particuiarly insofar as the novels were iaitially published under the pseudonym
of "A. N. Roquelaure."

e
r pmblem which d e d for daring,
Undertaking nich an eodeavour, however, entailed a m

a problern that femhist science-fiction writer, Joanna Russ, has called the denial of
authoahip (qtd in Parker 93). in the case of pomography that is published
pseudonymously, this denial fim takes the form of the assumption that the author must be
mde, and when the female author "cornes out" to daim the work as her own,the reactioa is

to denounce her as a gender traitor, as weU as questionhg the degree of artistry that the work
evidences. One need only look at the controversy nuroundmg The Storv of O. Despite its
publication under the name of Pauline Réage, it was insisted tbat the author must be a man,
since a woman wouid never have bena work of such s e x d starkness or ferocity. Susan
Browntniiier was pdculady venomous in her refusal to accept that the pseudonym masked
a woman, claiming she "nearly retched" upon reading it (qtd in Brown and Faery 190).
Years later, whea Dominique Aury, a French book editor, revealed herselfas the true author
she was dismissed as k i n g merely an editor-and

therefore not possessing the artistic

abilities of the famous authors to whom the work had been erroneously

attnbuted-by many of those who had argued so passio~telyand emneously for her
maleness (Brown and Faery 190)-

In efféct, the quality of the work itself was questioned

once it was reveaied that the author was a woman,

By the the she wrote the Beauty tnlogy, A m Rice was already an established author.
After her first novel, Inteniew With the V d r e (1976), met with commercial and
critical success, she went on to wde The Feast of AI1 Saints (1979), a novel about the
g m de couleur libre of 1840s Louisiana, and Ccy to Heaven (1982),

which told the story

of eighteenih-centuty Venetian custrati- Lush and florid in theu tone, the ihree novels
were overwhelming to many readers and reviewers. Neither ofthe later works received

the monetary or the artistic accolades ofhterview, and it was thek rejection by the
literary community that pushed Anne to experiment with "another voÏce"-pomography

(Ramsland 209).

That the Beautv books were published at all, given the public perception about who was

and who was not supposed to be produchg pomography in the early 1980s, is
immediately stnking. Indeed, it was probably their initiai obscurïty that saved them fiom
significant public opposition and possible ceasorship. Nice Echols pointed out (right
around the time of the publication of the tnlogy) that the cultural feminists of the &y stiU
largely defiaed semaky in the same narrow, geader-based maaner as it was perceived
over a century earlier "Male sexuality is drivem, irresponsible, genitally oriented and
potentially lethal. Femaie sexuaiity is muted, diffuse, and interpemnally oriented (449).
In such an environment, censorship was a loomuig risk. Although Rice had experimented

with writing pomogmphy prior to the publication of Inte~ew,in the early 80s she began
to read porn by other authors, and bating the way diat it generally conformai to the
above stereotypes, she decided to mate a different kïnd of pomography: a "literary

sexual expression1'(Ramsland 2 13). Switchïng publishea and adopting a pseudonym

which itself denoted concealement.Roquelaure is an eighteenth-cenniry cloak-Rice

.e
- ofSlpublished Th

1985, after taking a break to write

the Roquelaure name withS-

Beau& in 1983 and m ' s

in 1984. Ln

to E d a under a second pen name, Rice returned to

Re]-.

AAer the publication of the nnalnovel in

the tdogy, pubüc speculation hcreasedabout the real ideatity ofthe author, with one

newspaper-The

Vilage Vice-even suggesting that it was Joyce Carol Oates

(Ramsland 242). Upon reveahg that she was the author, Rice experienced no apparent
detrimental effect, and today, rep~tingsof the tdogy feature the name Anne Rice more

prominentiy than they do her pseudonym.

Although considerable scholarly attention has k e n given to Rice's vampire novels, ber
Sleeoin~Beau? tdogy has been virtually ignored, and commentary on these tales has
tended to be restricted to promotional reviews or moralistic diatribes- In part this

scholarly silence is understandable, for to approach the trilogy nom a traditionaiist
literary perspective entails aU manner of problems, not the least of which is that

pornography is a tremendously contentious mbject and is rarely considered material for
"serious" literary treatment- Indeed, one of the few scholarly commentaries available
suggests that Ricerspornography "failsto attain the 'literary"' status enjoyed by Story of

O (Ziv 74).

CI

In addition, there is the need to address the complicated matter of Rice's use of the faistale f o m itself, not only in the sense that her tales are hardly readuig matter for the usual
consumers of this genre-Le., children-but also with respect to the question of what

might have motivated ber to use such an "innocent"mode as the vehicle for describing

sadornasochistic acts. These deterrents to scholarly analysis of Rice's eilogy, however,
do not mean that it "cannot" be done, and perhaps amed with some of Rice's own

bravery, 1 hope in this thesis to provide a three-part aitical study of the Beauty trilogy

that will also chalIenge those who might object that it "should not"be done.

in keeping with the ddyaamic that is part of the psychology of the fajr tale-that

of

easing the reader into the expaienceI will begh rather conservatively, with a first

chapter which locates Rice's tdogy within the general context of fan-

literature and

wherein I will employ Bruno Betteiheim's pioneering work on the nature of f8j. tales in
order to show how Rice's work reiates to its tradition. My specinc focus here will be on
what requkments are necessary for a oawtive to be considered a fa$ tale, and on how
Rice honours and enlists the expectations of the genre at the same time that sb subverts
it by refashioning it for adults. In doing so, however, I also hope to iilustrate that

whatever subversive tactics are involved they imnicaily serve to reinforce the educational
and entertainment aspect that is associated with the genre in its d u l t e r a t e d mode.

Becoming more daring, then, in my second chapter I will show how the educational

aspects of Rice's trilogy invoive teaching the reader about how these taies can best be
read, understood, and enjoyed-a process that involves challengïng many of the prevailing

notions of reader-response. Here my focus will be on the way that the dominantsubmissive positions in se&

relationships parailel those of the author-reader

relationship, and on the way that the lessons learned by the characters in the tales about

the connection between s e d stimulation and spiritual enlightenment are also designed as
instructions for the reader.

in my third chapter, and becoming even braver, 1will broaden my focus to consider how
Rice's works fit into and contribute to what has been caiied the "fempoml' industry. Here
1 will be tackiing the much-debated issue of whether there is a distinction between erotica

and pomography, and in arguing that there is no difference, 1 will discuss how such

distinctions conjoin with ceasoahip in geaeral in having an invidious effect on women's

senial seifdefinition, as weU as king counterproduçtive for the cause of fe-sm

as a

whole. In doing so, 1 hope aiso to explode many of the misconceptions tbat continue to
abound regadhg womca as CoIlSUmers, participants, and producers in the pomopphy
business/movement.

In arguing my thesis, 1wül genedy be a d h e ~ to
g the traditional scholarly protom1 of
supporting my contentions w i i appropriate documentation. At the same tirne, however,

it is my conviction tbat what has impeded the shidy of pomography bss much to do with
this very requkment, and tbat ifany advauce is to be made it must take the fomi of
Sipnincantly-but
relying to large degree on a personaiizd andor "gut" respotl~e~
perhaps ironicdy-this emphasis on the personal seems indeed to be a major trend in
current theorizhg about what "houest" scholarship must entail. Where my approach
hopefully retaïns its renegade and thus challenging character lies in its stniggle to avoid
what both the fa@ tale and Rice's work identify as the carciinai (carnal?) sin of
educational narrative: BORIDOM-

Whatever bravery 1may exhiiit, however, my efforts wili clearly pale whea juxtaposed
with those of writers like Rice and Réagé, given the climate in which they wrote and

published their works. Moreover, I remain very aware that critical works, much like

subversive ones (as Ziv points out) will always rely on the existence ofearlier works, and
that without the Beauty tnlogy, my attempt to rethink pomography would not be

possible: that is a lesson 1 h o p PI1 not forget Nevertheless, I hop that my efforts here
will make their own contniution; and if my contentions prove thoughtgrovoking,
entertaining, educationai, and perhaps a little -sing,

then 1 will have succeeded Even

those ideas tbat 1bclieve are quite provocative will no doubt be met with a fiaction of the
opposition tbat Rice and other pornographers have faced to their work.

Fajr tales, perhaps with the exception of myths, are the most universal Literary f o m in
existence. in these works, the characters and events are immediately recognisable, and

draw upon what Car1 Jimg has d e d archetypai events and figures. Insofar as fajr tales
are inexoraùiy as-ated

with cbildhood (and iîs hocence), they are fiequently

perceived as the most innocuous, and thus the most inviting and cornforthg f o m of
narrative that iiterature has to offer. As Rice herselfputs it, fairy tales provide "a fun and

d e form of fiction" (Ramsland 215). There i s however, something paradoxical in the
combination of "fun and d e , " for in the case of chiIdren, ifthe fun element derives from
"niMingaway h

m home" and breakhg the d e s , as it were, the safe element resides in

being able to retum.

More specificdly, children's powerfidly influentid sense of safety comes fiom two
sources. One is the sense of f d a r i t y that comes with the f o d a i c nature of the
genre-the

recurring stock types and the straightfomard "black-&whiten depictions of

the characters, the inevitable triumph of good over evil, and the happy ending. The
second is the context in which the tales are typicaiiy read to chiidre11--the creation of a

family envirotunent around "bedtimestorytime" serves to cornfort the participants. For
the aduit readers of Rice's tales, it is the echoes of that "bedtimestory" environment that
generates the element of security, and which disposes those readers to feel cornfortable
with Rice's fiction even before reading begim. Given the sexually problematic nature of

Rice's tales, the connection to childhood is a vital one, and its continued impact is a
necessary condition, since without this sense of security it might be difiicuit (if not
impossible) to maiabin reader interest or tolemce in the face of the seemingly scary or
opprobrious situations she depicts.

The way that the fua and safety element relates to "&et

cornfort" has much to do with

the issue of notmaky. Fmm a psycho-sociologicd perspective, nomialcy is based largely

upon a cultural consensus about what is "reai." Acwrding to a matdalist definition of
"reality," of course, ail literature (indeed ail art) is "mai,"just as the conventional way
ofdisîhguishing literature fiom scientinc discourse is its "Unaginative" component. Yet to
the extent that what is construed as "redistic" is a matter ofconvention, as semioticians

like E M Gombrich a d Nelson Goodman have argued, it equally becornes possible to
establish bornes

between diEerent b d s of literature on the basis of their adherence

to a perceived "reality" component

Plotted as a continuüm, at one end of the spectnm is the novel of social criticiq which
carries as its premise th& the characters and events codd really exist and do have their

counterpart in the "reaI" world Occupying a middle ground are science fiction and magic
realisrn; the former operates by extrapolating fhm a "real"present to an imaginary-and
usually evolutionary or devolutionary-other world and time; the latter weaves together
presumably "real" situations and characters with exotic events and extravagant flights
from actuality. Fantasy, fidly, constiMes the pole most remote from the "reality," and
its premise is that the events (past, present, or future) could never "reallynhappen in
"real" life. Accordingly, it is the uwks in this "impossible" genre that cal1 for a maximum

amount of suspension of disbelief: tu enjoy fantasy,the reader must be able to accept as
possibleeven ifonly temporarily-things,

persons, and happenings which hdshe

would not consider credible outside the act of reading such a text

Yet as much as fantasy is based on what's wnventionally impossible, paradoxically again,
the "real" is very much a necessary component of its impact

In his classic study of

fantasy, Tzvetan Todorov has explained this realistic component in ternis of a reluctance

or hesitancy on the part of the reader, whereby he argues that the mood generated by

fantasy is one of uneasiness and uncertainty. Based on this analysis, fairy tales must be

regarded as a distinct kind of fmtsy-as a genre which not only constitutes a pole at the
remotest fiom the "realistic"one but wherein the reaiity principle in its pure fonn does
not universally apply. Ihe distinction Lies in the dinerence between aduits and children

as readers of fairy taies.

In order to understand how this pecuiiar dynamic might operate, one should note that the
ability of fairy tales to transcend the laws of realism depends greatly on their reading
context, and speeincaiiy on the period of life in which they are readheard. And here, in

tum, one should note a major differerice between adults and chilchen in terms of the

preconditioning or clirnate of acceptance that is involved Whereas adults are aware that
they wiU have to suspend their disbelief even before picking up a book they know as
belooging to the category of magic realism, children do not react to fajr tales in the same
way. Indeed, children bave no disbelief to suspend. This is not attributable to naïveté
but rather to the very real nature of the relationship between the child and parent. When

an aduit reads a story which begins "Once upon a time" or "A long M i e ago in a land far,
far away," he/she immediately assumes that the tale is fmtastic (Le., untrue). By

contrast, when a child hears these words fiom a ~

e caregiver-and
d
these are usualiy

the kind of adults who read such stories to the young-the

child is doubly reassured: both

the source (or voice) and the way that factuaiity is evoked by the repetitious element, and
the words themselves, convey the impression that what the child is hearing is ûue. For

children, then, the story is "reai,"and with this condition cornes the move to normalcy.

Once the tnah condition is established, fiirthermore, anythuig that foilows also quickly
becomes accepted as normal as weii. If one were to ask any child what knights do, one

would likely find "slaydragons" arnong the answers. Ignoring temporarily the fact that
this is not historically accurate, it also constitutes a decidedly foolish action on the part of

the knight: given even the most generous (to the knight) popular conceptions of knights

and dragons, no one could presume this to be a fiiir fight Nevertheless, it is popularly
accepted as required, cornmonplace, knightly behaMour.

This shift fiom unreality and strangeness to nomialcy ad& to the cornfort in reading faky
tales, and the adult reader is prepared for this transition the moment a text is seen to

belong to the genre. In the case of adults, it is the recognition of the genre itself that
operates as the reassuriag parental voice, and what guarantees the same shift to a sense of
nomalcy and a comforting feeling has much to do with the extent to which the evocation
of the chiicihood situation. This evocation, it should be emphasised, occurs at a
subliminal Ievel, and indeed it is crucial that the coowction of fajr tales to childhood and
the transition io n o d c y is not recognised on a conscious level; were we conscious of

the dynamic, we would have to question our response and the text, whereas because the

association is subconscious, we are more cornfortable acceptïng the tale's events as

normal. It is in short the suspension of our adult sensibilities that pennits us to accept
the events as "real."

Aside fiom its "funand d e " aspects-or perhaps because of them-the

faky tale bas

also been a predominiuit educational form for children. As valuable as the experience of
these stories is in childhood, moreover, there are obviously also developmental benefits,
and not just in theu explkit lesson-teaching application. Bettelheim repeatedly points
out that exponne to the fantasy world created in faUy tales prornotes an active

imagination in later years. The abiiity to recd comfiorting experiences and environments

and to fantasize about one's experiences is vital to emotional safety. Childhood, however,
also has an equa.Uy profound correlation to the theme of domination and submission that

is such a significant part of addt sexual experience. The iiuk is found in tbat b o t . in
childhood and such semal relationships, pleasure is achieved in servitude. In this

(subrnissive) aspect of addt s e 4 relatiomhips, the desire is for a Mestyle that is
focused on a single, simple goal: pleasing and obtaining the love and recognition of a
mperior who will take respombility for aiI aspects ofone's existence. This kind of
lifestyle cIeady paraUeIs the situation we experienced d u ~ our
g childhood, when parents

Look to every ne& and validation is attained k pleasing them. This p h c d a r (parentchild) relationship mode1 is a centtal component in Rice's fiction, and not only in terms of

the relationship between the characters, but also with respect to the reader-author
relationship.

Fajr tales thernselves, moreover, fkquently have a sexual orientation, and Rice's decision
to use the tale of the Sleeping Beauty (in particular) for her fhmework is far nom

accidental. Not only is it her own favourite faUy tale (Ramsland 120) in its original
incarnation, it is ais0 one that most Lucidly represents s e d themes and images. The
story of the Sleeping Beauty is at its core a narrative about sexual coming-of-age.

Beauty's sleep begins at an age (=en,

in the Rice version) when she is first cognisant of

her own s e d t y . Traditionally, this onset of sexual readiness is gnidgingiy accepted by
the parents in the story, who fear their daughter's sexual awareness, and for whom the

awakening (both literal and se&)

is biîtersweet. In some early versions of the tale, they

even provide delay mechanisms in the hope of extendhg the sleepstage for their

daughters (Bettelheim 139-40). This sexual awakening is more pronounced for girls than
for boys for several culRual and bio-anthropological reasons. The most striking dinerence
is the onset of menstruation. As suggested by virtue of the age of the fairy-tale Sleeping

Beauty and Rice's heroïne, both are enchanted (put to sleep) shortiy after this physiosexual transition. Blood of any kind (including the memtruai blood that accompanies
s e d maturity) has always symbolically indicated trauma or violence, especially in

forms as dependent on popular notions and foUdore as the fairy tale. The violence of
change bat is intrinsic to menstruation can ouiy, of course, be found in a heroïne. As

weii, this nibtext of violence provides a fhmework which makes the Beauty tale
inherently suitable for Rice's r&g

it as a story for addts.

Although Bettelheim does not draw any lines of distinctionbetween male and female
characters (226), for the purposes of understanding Rice's work, such differences are
essentiai. Bettelheim is dealing with the ways in which a fairy-taie character cm act upoa
the subcomcious of the prepubescent child, and in this conte* he may very weU be

correct in his reluctance to distuiguish between the sexes. For Rice's aduit readership,
however, the issue of gender d e s is an important consideration. Her choice of a female
heroïne is vital, especially because of the typical pattern in fairy-taies of feanrring male
heroes and casting them in the dominant roIe. As an author, Rice is herseIfaccustomed to
creating and dealhg with overwhelmingiy powemil male protagoni-i.e.

Lasher, and Rarnses, (in the -ire

Lestat,

Chronicles, the Tales of the Mavfar Witches, and

nie Murnmv, respectively) and admits to king naturally incliaed toward such characters
(Ramsland 240-42). It is therefore significant that for the purposes of her most erotic
work, Rice tums to a tale featuring a strong heroïne hstead. Insofar as the tdogy has

been labelled pomographic, the choice of the Sleeping Beauty story is-among other

things-a cooscious, preëmptive stdce agallist potential feminist detractors who
automaticaüy equate pomography with weak female characters, and su might accuse Rice

of king anti-woman or anti-feminist. In a discussion of Rice's compassion for sexual
outcasts of aii kinds, Katherine Ramsland suggests that Rice's pomography is a "bold
statement" in response to "gender-based political and social situations" (64). I have
already noted how Rice saves her greatest respect for people wiliing to make such bold
statements. The choice of Beauty for the protagonist's role illustrates that Rice is willing
to move out of her most cornfortable fictive element to make the point that strong female
characters are possible within such a sexuai landsape.

Apart fiom its purely ciramatic role of establishing the challenge for the potential suitors.

for Beauty herseif as haoine her one-himdred-year sieep fimctions in two ways. In his
discussion of the Sleeping Beauty tale, Betteiheim calk the first of these a delaying
mechanism, which offsets the risk that Beauty may rush into a s e d experience for
which she is not yet ready. The second purpose he describes as the a

d emotionai and

intellectual preparation Beauty needs prior to taking any action on her part (225-26). The
sleep period is a lengthy time of introspection, ~e~recognition
and seKactualisaatin.

Without this preparation the character may not be strong enough,emotionally or
spirituaily. to face those adventures to corne. The literal awakening cornes only once

Beauty is ready to awake to the events that wiU inevitably follow.

Quoting Toikien, Bettelheim outiines four elements required to fulfill the essence of the
true fajr tale, to which he adds a fifih element of his own (143-44). The five elements

are: fantasy, recovery, threat, escape, and consolatioa. When we apply these
components to Rice's work, however, something very interesthg happens. As a result of
dealing largely with the aduit's conscioumess (as opposed to Betteiheim's focus on the

child's subconscious), each of the five aspects becomes a binary within the Rice version of
the story. Each binary reveals multiple meanhgs and two separate aspects-most often

the basic and the sexuaiisecl-of its own essence.

The first element-the

fantastic aspect-is

crucial to the fairy-tale structure. It allows

readers to distance themselves fiom the world in which the events take place. In the tale

of Sleeping Beauty, the fatastic is represented in the hundred-year sleep, during which
no one in the palace actuaily ages, whiie the world around them continues on as ifal1 was
nomial. This is the case in both the traditional version of the tale and in Rice's Bearup
books. The childhood fascination with such a feat of cheating tirne, however, has

probably been lost in the case of most adult readers, and consequently Rice's strategy is

to turn adult skepticism against itseif at the beginnuig of the taie.

Rather than relying on

the power of the more tmditiod hrmdred-year sleep element to astoaish and enthrail*

Rice begim her erotic Wogy wîtha peragraph evoking the familiar tale and emphasising
its fictiveness-ody, however, to wnclude by suggestllig its veracity:

The Prince had ail hîs young Life h o w n the story of Sleeping Beauty,
cursed to sleep for a hundred yem, with her parents, the King and Queen,
and al1 of the court-.-Buthe did not believe ir until he was M d e the
castle....it war tme, this oid tale. (Claiming 1-2, empbasis mine)

Rice recognises tbat not al1 of the traditional elements of the fajr tale can be presented in
ail the traditional ways, especiaily considering the radicaily different reademhip at which
her version is aimed As a result, she b e g k by introducing a chatacter who at the outset,
too, had doubted the tmth of the story, but had formd prmf of its reality-and

who

hirnself becornes the living proof of i t The result is a suspension of disbeliefsimilar to
that experienced by children listening to (or reading) the traditional version of the tale, but

here instead of king a matter of trust, in Rice's case it is a dictateci, carefùliy constnicted
challenge. Where the traditional fajr tale acquires veracity because of the "once upon a

time" formula, here it is the immediate present which guarantees its authenticity. Becaw
even this openhg may not be ewugh to maintain the challenge, throughout the trilogy
Rice induiges in a M e playing with the readers' expectations of what "fantasy"Ïnvolves.

Through playing with this concept, she also tums this nrst ofthe elements into a
fiscinahg binary-

In its traditional associ-ationwith faiq tales, fantasy has carrieci wïth it the connotations
of youth and innocence. With respect to adult sexuality, however, the implications of

fantasy are profoundy diEerent The tenn "fmtasy" bas taken on many additional

connotations in the pst-Freudian world One need only watch 10 minutes of late-night
television, where invitations to c d 1-900-FANTASY,
or peruse the pecsonals of any
newspaper, looking for a "fmtasygirl: to redise that the word bas indeed become
inextricabiy sexualised in our culture. Rice uses our now-predominantly sexud
understanding of the word to inflate the range of its possible interpretations in the text
in switching to a sexual context, Rice is able to maintain the element of fmtasy so crucial

to a fkky tale, without losing an adult audience that might otherwise dismiss such a work
as infantile. Yet the change also preserves the power of fantasy to draw a reader into a
tale.

Receptivity to fantasy is often dismissed by adults out of a sense of bittemess and
resignaîion; the cbildlike fascination is something we can no longer feel as powerfidly as
we once did By converthg to the fantasies of sexuality, Rice is reclaiming fantasy for an

adult readership, emphasising that it is acceptable to indulge in fantasies. These sexual

fantasies are those aimost otniandedly refemd to in the public forum, while remaining
conspicuously taboo on a personal level. To illusirate, we might note that although it is
considered perfectly normal for "people" in generai to fmtasize, there are still severe
sociocultural constraints on admitting that "one" does, in fwt, do so. Whïle therapists
haii the power ofimaginiDg elaborate sexual renarios as not only harmless but beneficial,

it would nevertheless be difflcult to find anyone w i b g to admit publicly that they have
erotic thoughts about Richard Gere, or Uma T h u r m a or any of the other latest pop

culture/Hollywood sex symbols while on the bus to work let alone while making love
with their own mates. In addition to its reëmpowerment of adult imagination, the

reclamation of fmtasy has an exclusionary aspect: by focusing on sexual content Rice is
making fan-

the domain of adults alone, thus resolving at lest some of the jealousy

felt at having lost that aspect of Merature.

The second element of the fàVy tale according to Bettelheim is recovery.

It involves a

characier's release from emotional burdem, which in fajr taies, are most ofkn
despondency or melancholy. It can also be a physiologicai state fiom which one recovers.
such as Beauty's sleep. With respect to the notion of recovery, Bettelheim also notes
that a "happilyever after"ending is contrasted not necessarily with damnation or

similarly homile ends, but with "settl[mg] down to a humdrum existence" (24). Nowhere
is such an ending more feared than in Ricersrewriting of the Sleeping Beauty taie. Despite
everything that the charactets endure, the true horror, the fate that they coilectively and

intensely eschew, is boredom. There is no more pitiabie end, and dowing Beauty to
avoid that fate while having the trilogy retain the essence of a fêj. tale's "happily ever
after"mmiage-oriented ending is one of the difncdt challenges Rice seeks to answer.

Indeed, 1 would argue that ifa List were compiled of elements which can under 'Q
circumstances appear in faùy tales-whether diose for children or addts-boredom
would be the major state to be avoided. For children, boredom represents an emotional
empty space; even fear is preferable. For Beauty and the adult readers of lüce's tale,

boredom represents those moments when no attention is king lavished on us. For either
generation, boredom cornes when there are no more mysteries and fantasies to spur us on.
Boredom is, at its core, an absence of magic and of transcendence. Consequentiy, a fais.
tale can never be d d , for a potent magic must permeate every aspect of it in order for it

to be successful. By "magic" here 1mean not iiteral conjinïng, but a sense of some
inexplicable naniral or supernatutal force, having as its literary objective a desue to
astonish and fascinate. This magic is vitai to the very perpetuation of a fairy tale. HaWig
depended for centuries on oral transmission, any less-than-wondrous episode wouid have

k e n rejected by listeners long ago, and accordingly forgotten.

Like the element of fantasy, in Rice's work the element of recovery is dso undercut
through the use of binaries. In order to appreciate how she does this, however, it is tust
necessary to look at the third element-thteat.

[nthe Beauty books, recovery and threat

are irretrievably intertwined Bettelheim sees tbrwit as a pticularly insidious challenge
to the sod or body of a cbaracter. The more common ofthe two is of course the threat of

physical violence. Fa& tales abound wherei.the threat o f a chamter king poisoned or
eaten is cotlsfantly iurking. Rice, who is an unaôashed aficionado ofviolence"1 love t
Ifs obvious, isntt it?"-relishes

its infusion into her version of the fàiry tale (Plavbov 62).

Rice's dedication to the potential arthic merit and beauty of violence, however, takes her
beyond the use of simple k a t Her focus is on an ~ ~ p f e s eviolence
nt
to which nearly
al1 the major characters are mbjected, and which they wholly enjoy. Herein lies the

paradox of k a t and recovery in her version of the tale: the recognition that boredom is
the main enerny of the tale's ctiaracters and readea means that recovery can come in the
fonn of violence-

Presenting boredom as the threat, as the one state tu be avoided at al1 costs, gives Rice the

task of making u o t h e r state attractive. In fact, in the aüogy, boredom is the only state
of existence that is descn'bed, without exception, in negative terms. Slaves see their hours
of confinement as king "broken down by more interminable boredom," and Beauty las-

thm-wistfully characterises her @or existence at her parents1court as "interminable
banquets where....she had felt only boredom" (C1aiming 181,185). Since boredom

represents the main threat, anything else is welwmed as a heighteniag of the self (out of

that state). These ckumstances immediately make pain and violence a potentid vehicle
for that state of heightened seasatioa and experience. As Pnnœ Alexi discovers and tells
Beauty: 'The paàdings were the only thiags that broke the boredom" (Claiming 179).

The sheer omnipresence ofsuffe~gmakes it the main, and eventually preferred,
deliverance from b r e d o a "As 1 be*une more and more desperately b o r d " Alexi goes

on, "1 commenced to look upon [his beatings] as an interlude. L...began to actuaiiy look

fonvard to the terrible spankings" (Claimùie 180-8 1). As a resuit, the reader is fxed with
the dilemma of accepting that, at least in f m taies h

m the imagination of Anne Rice,

tranquility is the wretched existence h m which p h c m Save you.

Escape coLlStitutes the fourth element of BetteLheim's formula for

fm taies. He sees

escape in very üteral terms, as a physical movement away fiom danger, "out of the
clutches" of some evildoer. in the Rice trilogy, several such iiteral escapes take place, but

although their structural nature fits quite well with Bettelheim's conception, they do differ
in one key respect: none of the litetal escapes is planned or initiated by the characters
who are escaping. Wholly conventional escapeewhere the protagonists orchestrate the
attempt themselves-by

contrast, are extremely uncornmon. They are also foiiowed by

severe punishments when discovered, unlike the rewzds reaped in the traditional f e taie fom.

In Rice's tdogy, there are four of these non-volitional "escapes" to another piace: fiom
the home of Beauty's parents to Queen Eleanor's cade, fiom the cade to the village,

fiom the village to the sultanate, and from the suitanate back to the Queen's kingdom.
Each of these significant shüts in location is organised by people other than the escapees.
What additiody conaasts these moves fiom ttaditional escapes is their f d o u t
Contrary to traditional fajr tales, where escapes lead to greater fieedom and happiuess,

here the opposite is mie. Every escape is undercut by an immediate feeling of dejection
or even dread. For example, even though she is excited at the possibility of escapïng the

Cade for the mysterious Village, when it becomes clear she will be sent there, Beauty is
for "one moment" t d e d

252). It is sometime later after such escapes

( d y through an additional twist in circumstances) that characters reap any benefits

fiom the change, as when Beauty cornes to realise how fortuitous was her initial claimiag

by the Prince: that to have remained asleep would have been a worse fate (Claiming 66-

68). Again boredom is the enemy. Beauty is equally distraught by her removai fkom the

sdtanate, where she has found (her most ment) love with Inanaa, the Sultana. Upon her
retum to the Queen's kingdom, Beauty learns of her impending fkedom.,and is
devastated It is ody when ber k d o m proves advantageous t h u g h Laurent's
concurrent sovereignty that she welcomes the change in circumstances.

The most important of al1 the elements of the f a j r tale (for Betteiheirn) is the fifth: that
of consolation. Without it, the f a j r tale would condemn its readers to d e r a dismal
outcome and outlook, which would in tum defeat its own purpose: bringing joy in the
process of Wustrating important facts about M e and humanity. The traditional
consoIation consists most ofien of a reunion between d e and fernale characters,
foiiowed by a "happily ever der"ending. For Rice, however, the consolation to be
derived fiom reinstatement to her former life and marriage would seem to fall into the
category of boredom so horrifically avoided throughout her tale. With extreme cunning,
therefore, Rice has managed a traditional ending that is as piquant as the tale itself. In
Eüce's fairy tale, the same dyuamics distinguish the ending as those which separate the
rest of the tnlogy nom its prototype: the duality that redts from adding the sexual

component. Beauty's reunion with Laurent and the nature of the relationship that
promises to follow are decidedly sexual, and equally unconventional in that sexuality.
The ending is drïven by the same gleefùl wickedness of adult sexual knowledge that has

grown stronger as (in particular) the third book progresses. It is this element in tum

which ironicdy provides the readers' sense of consolation. We are iery aware that in
theK marriage, Beauty will stand beside Laurent by day as Queen, but wiU also serve as

his sexual submissive by night. In keeping with the way that Rice has provided a balance
of roles throughout the tdogy, she ultimately provides a compromise that satisfies both
our need to see the attainment of conventional personal fieedom (Le. Beauty is no longer

just another slave to the Queen or to the Sultan), and Beauty's need for the excitement of

sexual submission.

As is the case in ail genres, a contract is entered into by those who read fêiry tales, and

here the pact made is one of trust: the reader gives the tale cme blanche to go in any
direction, to explore any danger, andor to impose on the reader any horror, as long as the
element of consolation is convincingly and effectively mvoked via a happy enduig. Part
of the tale's (or author's, in this case) task is to make the dangers so powerhil and dire that
as readers we are unsure right up to the conclusion about whether consolation is indeed
possible. This, of course, is the c m of Todorov's uncertainty theory, and is how the

levels of tension in reading (or listeoing to) such a tale are created: hQB!wiU the hero get to
a happy end when he is facing such a perilous set of circumstances?

Assuming that Rice will treat the ending to her taie with the same subversive relish as she

does the beginning, Rice's adult readers ask the same question, but differently. While

children wonder about the outcorne, aduits ask fiom an inteilectual perspective: how wili
Rice subvert the traditional ending, and will her subversion still permit an optllnistic
outlook? Our tension regarding the element of consolation stems nom not reaily wantùig

an end to Beauty's adventures (which are simply an extension of our embarrassed
enjoyment/titillation in reading the books), whüe at the same t h e needing, as aU readers
of this genre do, some conclusion to the taie. Our mcertainty cornes fiom wondering if

Rice wiil be able to reconcile these two perspectives. As addts, our awareness
throughout Rice's trilogy that we are reading a fairy tale breeds the expectation (where

chiIdrenc_on a differently coiixious level-have

the hop) tbat we will evennially h d

consolation. h Rice's case, it takes the form of a kind of therapeutic conscioumessraising: we find pleasure in arimitting that perhaps we are reading the

tales through

to the end because deep down, we enjoy what we read, and are excited by i t Rice's

ability to force her readers to faw their inner embarrasment (or even shame) at this

desire, while aii the while continuing to read and getting a Literary rush from those very

sensations is the key to the recreation of the childlike ffehgs and reactions that aU fairy
tales must evoke in orcier to succeed and survive.

In Sex. Power and Pleasure, Mariana Vaiverde ouilines her view of the sex didectic:

In an erotic situatioa...we all want to be the lover, the one in
control, the subject who initiates sex. But we also have an
equdy stmng need to give up our himien power, to surrender
it to a stronger king who wiiI "take" us and relieve us....of
making choices. The wed to assert our senial power....is
perpehlally shifüng, giving way to the deep Ionging to be
engulfed....to be both overpowered and protected (38).

Ali humans are active/submissive binaries within themselves and, as a result, so too are al1

relationships between them, be they physical, spiritual, or htellectual. Fascinating,
however, is the tenacity of the traditional view: that within the arena of sexual

relationships, biaary power dialectics exïst only in s e d y sadomasochistic
relationships. In facf Valverde's dialectic is universal. It applies to d sexuai (and

perhaps even many non-sexual) relationships. What sets the controvsurrender semai
dynamic apart is its representation (in domsub) of the extreme form of this dialectic.

A word here about terms: 1 h d the tenns "sadomasochistic" and "SM"too culturaüy

loaded and problematic for the piirposes of my discussion, particularly in that the

connotations and the general understanding of the relationships to which they are
connected are inaccurate. In fact, these terms are rarely used by participants in such
relationships. Most ofien, their preferred name for such proclivities, and the one 1choose
to use here is "domsub," a current abbreviation for "erotic domination and submission."

Domsub might be the most misunderstood of ail sexual relationships. First and foremost.
domsub is not about the infliction or thp reception of pain. From a purely sensory
perspective, the goal of domsub is profoundly heightened physical sensation. In fact, one
of the more cautious current euphemïsmsfor domsub is "extreme touch," and what is

fkequently sought through the construction of temporary relationships of senritude is
actually a more powemil feeling of union. Simone de Beauvoir points out that "such

behavior is not....sadistic; it shows a desire to blend"; what its practitioners are seekuig is
"union" (445). Certainly, physical pain cm be a by-product of such experiments; when
attempting to reach such ultimates, people may indeed go beyond the limits of extreme

pleasurable sensation into pain. (The leap is not a great one.) Pain however, is never a
goai to be sought

The belief that domsub seeks to sexualise pain is not the only misconception about such
relationships. Promiwnt also is the idea that domsub gives men the opporhmity to
victimise and control women sexually. Ifthis were to be me, however, such subjugation
wouid not exist outside domnib relationships, which unfortunately it dl too fiequently
does. Domsub, hrthermore, may in fact be the only sexual dynamic that t d y transcends

gender. Since men and women participate equally in domsub relationships, most often

exchanging roles from one encounter to the next, it cannot be descriid as anything but

gender-neutml. "The slave of love is not always a woman, nor always a heterosexual,"
writes Jessica Benjamin (28 1). The mere existence of such domsub relationships among
lesbigay couples shows that gender has nothing to do with defking who plays which role

in domsub (Lesbigay is a current terni identifying and encompassing ail three of lesbians,
bisemals, and gays).

Yet the question of power within domsub remains an enticing topic for those seeking to
perpetuate the misconceptions surroundhg this kind of sexual expression. Once

arguments on the issue of gender are disproven, the recourse is to suggest that anytime
one person is invited to control another, to dominate them, an unhedthy, unacceptable
relationship ex&.

The errer lies in the belief that the power lies solely in the han& of

the person playing the dominant role (commody knom as the "top," md complemented

by the "bottom"). As Valverde points out, however, this power is actually contrived,

constructed, and make-believe; in ftcf it is an ancillary kind of power, since it is based
wholly on the genuine power of trust,which is confkmd on the top by the bottom (172).

In her study of women's fmtasies, Nancy Friday points out that fiom the perspective of
the bottom "there is no effort to disguise that even as 'victims' they are controllhg

everything that happens"(1 15). Rice undetstands the paradoxicai power of the bottom in
this relatiooship extremely weU: "People....want to be in the focus of that intense

devotion and attention and control. And, of corne, they want to control ail that"
(Ramsland 213).

A similar kind of misunderstanding pertains to the belief that the submissive role adopted

by the bottoms is an attempt to dissolve the self until a kind of sexual or emotional non-

existence is achieved-a

total absorption into the will of the top. In this case again,

however, the motivation is in fact most ofien quite different To be the bottom is, as Rice
noteci, to be the focus of the top's ministrations, to be the centre of their world. Rice calls
this intense ciynamic "the fantasy of attention" (Ramsland 213). In one of her definitions

of masochism, Vaiverde defines nrch passive eroticimi as a desire "to receive the

powerful erotic force of a lover" (171). in other words, to be a bottom is to be a
recipient, a ~ afMctim, of the top's force and undivided attention. To be a successful top,

one must concentrate all of one's energy on the sexual needs of the bottom. This total
attention, this dedication, is the mainstay of the satisfaction sought by the bottom. The
attraction lies in having to do nothhg but focus completely on one's own physicai
sensations; it is a state of complete, childlike self-absorption. Far fiom engendering a

dissolution of the seif for the recipient, domsub involves a promotion of the self into a
state of s e d and emotionai narcissistic exclusivity: the bottom becornes the only

person, the oniy reality in the top's world.

The last of the cornmon misconceptions is the idea that within domsub a dangerous chaos
reigns over the actions of the players involveci. Once again, the actuality is not only

different, but quite the opposite. Jessica Benjamin c d s domsub a form of "rational
violence mingl[ing] love with issues of controi and submission.. expressed in....carefhliy
institutionalised, voluntary sexuai practices" (28 1). Can it be said of any other expression
of s e d t y (with the possible exception of the tango) that it is "carefully

institutionalised"? Domsub is the o d y sexuai expression to be intensely concemed with
structure and d e s of conduct. It must by its very essence be so, based as it is on the
power of the bottom's ûust in the top. This trust is rooted in the promise to remain
wiuiin the strict boundaries of the encounter. To introduce chaos, therefore, is to
eliminate the dynamic which is domsub's driving-and containing-force.

In Rice's Beauty triiogy, the dialectic that characterises domsub in its most extreme form

is exemplifieci in Laurent. He nnds enlightenment, pleasure and value in both servitude

and mastery. Though himselfa slave by rank throughout, he initiates the secret dominant
relationship with Lexius, whereby as he tells his "mastert':T o u are my slave here and
now, and damn the rest of them, damn the Sultan, the entire palace"P
(-

86). He

shares a curious respect with the Captain of the Gwd, and eventuaiiy mastee Beauty in
the idyUic domsub relationship that concludes Rice's trilogy: "Offer, Princess, offer? 1

corne with a command" (Relew 235). Laurentk ability to move fluidly nom one role to
another withui domsub illustrates the interdependence between the two parts. Beauty
herself, however, also serves to articulate such ideas, and sipnincantly, her understanding
of the binary cornes to her steadily, rather than by some epiphanous revelation. She is in

the Queen's c a d e only one day when she gets her fïrst inkling of what is requked of

tops, if they are to be effective. Upon witnessing auother slave playacting a Iittie in her
subservience to the Queen, Beauty "hopedshe wouid be spanked again until her sobs
were real...and she found herseKvagueIy deiighted when the Queen ordered it" (Claimùip
59). By the the that she and the others are abducteci, Beauty not only enjoys watching
other bottoms enslaved, but entertains "[mlad thoughts...of tethering Fristan] in the

hamesses herser (Pwiishment 209).

Beauty's understanding of mastery culmhates in the episode with Inanna In the harem
environment, the d e s with which she is familiar no longer apply-among

them the rule

that no hami wili corne to participants, that everything is educational, that trust is at the

core of such relationships. Beauty's response to the enforced master/slave relationships
that characterise the harem situation is to break the d e s of the Suitanate, a process which

involves initiathg the Sultana to her understanding of love and domsub. Beauty does not
understand why the Sultan's wives, with their social standing, are dressed "like slaves,"

and at first, her desire for Inanna is strange to her ( R e l e a 94). This foreignness is not

because Inanna is a woman, but because she is not a top. Rice's strategy, in ~

mis,to use

the language of domsub roles and temporarily to recast the now experienced Beauty into
the role of top in conaast to hama's virginal bottom. Thus in the episode in which

Beauty consummates her desire for Inanoa,there is a shifi fiom her position of being an
always-receiving bottom to that of active top: "She clasped IMUM'S head andforced her
mouth onto Inanna's mouth and when the woman Mened, Beauty refirsed to let her
go....she d m the breath out of Inanna....she pressed her pubis against I n d s pubis and
twisted her hips" (Release 96-97; emphasis mine). Sûüllng in this episode is that it is not

until we see Beauty as a top that we tnily understand how much love is involved in being
one of the domhauts. Tho@ hate for the Sultan and his court certainly assists in driving

her adrendin, it is love for laanna,and an u n w a v e ~ g
dedication to her pleasure that

makes Beauty an effective top.

In the o d y other episode in which she acts as a top, Beauty is equally effective, though
far less fullilled This episode appears near the conclusion of the trilogy, wherein her
manipulations of one of the princes who cornes to suit her are without question worthy

of Queen Eleauor's court, and whereby she illustrates that cleady she has leamed as much
about being a good top as about king a good bottom. The suitor is so enthralled by her
mastery that he will no doubt tum hirnseifover to the same court where Beauty served.
Beauty's realisation, in tum, is that she cannot be happy as a top: "1dont really want a

slave," she tells him, "1want to be one" @el-

208).

Through both of these episodes, it becomes evident that Beauty, Like Laurent, is one of
the few individuals who are able to grasp both sides of the domsub binary and enact the

roles effectively. It is equally apparent, however, that she can be truly happy in only one
of the two roles, that of the bottom. By the end of her adventures Beauty clearly has no
interest in asnunllig a double role: "She was too jedous of the d e r i n g she inflicteci, too
eager for the subjugation" B e l e e 209). Becaw of her experiences, however, it is aiso
clear that she understands both sides, whereby her decision to be a bottom is an

unequivocal matter of choice.

Rice's use of domsub in the trilogy is a crafted, sociopoliticdy and sexually charged
exercise. The characters take theu roles and positions very senously, perceiving the
experience as something as vital not only to sexual concems, but also to social structure

and development as weii. In these taies, just as good sexual bottoms make good tops, so
too do those who have been cast in the role of slaves make good nùers in the social and
political sphere. More than that, however, the two are conjoined: becoming a sexual

bottom is part of the training for becoming a successful political top. It is with a view to
their futw as leaders that Beauty and Laurent and aU of the other princes and princesses
subject theinselves to s e d servitude. Theu society's indentured servitude among nobles
is a tool of preparati0~1--0newhich has proven itseifvery effective in tumiog out capable

d e n , as Beauty's parents prove. In this way, Rice's trilogy bctions as a delightfully
parodic but also very Macbiavellian version of various Renaissance treatises about the
education of courtiers and d e n , wherein she plays out their concem with issues of
power in te=

of the domsub dynamic. Her intent, in this respect, is as senous as theus.

and accordingly Rice is very carefirl to articulate the code of ethics which infomis the
moraliv of such a dynamic.

At the outset of the trilogy, the Prince who initially daims Beauty wastes no t h e before

explainhg the most attractive element of being a slave or bottoa The only goal, he says,

is to submit as whoily as possible to the top: "How many....know such clarity, such
simplicity?" (Claimine 23). Beauty's father, dbeit somewhat reluctantly, concurs with
the Prince. Speaking fiom the point of view of one who has experienced such

e
and
subservience, he tells his daughterr "though you fkd your s e ~ t u d surprishg
difficult at times, be confident you will r e m as [the Prince] says, greatly changed for
the better" (CIaimirg 16). Rice M e r outlines the parameters of Beauty's "education"

once she is brought into the Queen's palace. Lord Gregory beguis his almost
humourously pseudo-Taoist instruction of Beauty immediately, whispenng to ber that
the bea way is that of resignation: "You must accept," he instructs her quietiy while she

is prodded and pawed, on display for members of the court

(m
52).

In tun, it is

Beauty's groom Leon who articulates the rationale which underwrites and makes positive
this kind of education: "nothing shall ever be done which truly hanns you. You wili

never be....injured"

89-90). It is this dedication to the education and

development of fùture social and poiitical leaders that govems the entire domsub
fiamework within the trilogy.

Beautyrsdomsub existence is designed to promote two branches of growth, the physical
and the spiritual, and to illustrate the bridge that exists between them. As much as her

education is marked by episodes of physical (and sometimes emotional) sensation, they
are always accompanied by spiritual insights. Travehg through stages of growth, Beauty
experiences a progression that begins with shock and moves on to resignation, curïosity.
enticement, and evennially leads through pleasure to understanding. IniaaiIy, Beauty

cannot comprehend at ail what is happening to her. She simply rationalises her state,
resigning herselfto it in order to tolerate it: This is my Me, she told herseif" (Claiming
29). No sooner does she do so, however, then she experiences an inkling of the power she

has as a bottom, What comes with her realisation that the Prince's devotion to her makes
her the ody one by whom he can truly be sexually satisfied is an awareness that her
sexuality gives ber the power to aiieviate emotiod and physical pain-Le. to heal. In
this way, we can see that if Rice's stated goal in the Beauty books is an "elegant

sadomasochism [set] in a safe environment, where punîshmentenhance[s] rather than
resÛict[s] sexual kedom" (Ramsland 213), the kind of elegance she has in mind includes a
large component of "spirituai" refinement

There is, of course, a long tradition of associating sexuality and spintuality, and when

Benjamin asserts that "examined closely, sexual eroticism appears as the heir to religious
eroticism" (28l), she is calling upon an ages-old linking oferos and agape. Moreover, this
sexual-spiritual comection has recently been explicitly emphasised in a trio of sex

rnanuals aimed at Christian married couples. Borrowing at least in part the spirit of the
Song of Songs. they ask their readers to commingie their sexual and spirihial feelings as

foIlows:

"as you are with your partner and you begin to make love,

offer a quiet inner prayer thanlrnig God for those pleasant,
exciting, satisfjhg feelugs....pray together before or during
pleasuring...Jnclude God in your activity as you become
more aroused''
"making love offers insight into Christ's relationship and
modus operandi with His beloved foiiowers"

(The Gift of Sex and A Ce-

of Sea, qtb in Comog and

Perper 9)

The very "vanilla" nature of these ext&osI-t

of noa-Chrïstians mention God whüe in the

throes of passion, though not, one suspects, in "quiet payerft-puts them in a different
category ofsexual-spiritual manuais h m that of Rice's works. The goal, however, is

quite similar to that of Beauty, Laurent, and the other slaves: in both cases the objective is
to seek greater spirinial understanding through sexual ecstasy. What separates the two is

a matter of applicabilïty and intensïty: where these manuals offer guidance to straight,

married couples, the slaves in the Beauty trilogy appear at l e s t to be universally single,
and are defiaitely not restricted to heterosexuai encounters. Intensity is the other

distinctive factor; it wodd be cüf'iicult to imagine any Chridan organisation or sex manual
recommending domnib to its readers as a way of getting closer to Christ. At the same
time, there is indeed a definite historicai precedent for just such a dynamif: in the case of
many saints, one can find accounts of iinking sexuality and spirïtuality in a

sadomasochistic or domsub context. In Rice's case, this connection aiso seems to be
rooted in personal experience. According to her biographer, at age eight, early feelings of

sexuality were precipitated by attempts to empathise with Christ's agony: "Anne began
to experience au erotic connection to the rituals....The excitement [of spiritual

transcendewe] mixed with thriUs of fear to provolre a special physical teasion" (Rarnsland
30).

One way that this eady ünk behveen spuituality and sexuaiï@ is fmged and retahed in the

Beauty trilogy pertahs to its ritudistic structure. in aeir most simple form the
pomographic aspects take the fonn ofa sefl*esofepisodic rituals wïthin a larger ritualistic

narrative. The enacbnent of these rituais is

by pn,toco17revered by participants7and

aimed at enlÏghtenment,

Maay episodes in the mlogy, Mermore, have a distincuy religïous dimension, of which
the most striking might be Laurent's pimisbment on the cross. Recallhg the sentiment

(though not the blandness) of the ceaders ofChristian sex manuals he se& to know his
"mastersand mistreçses better,"aml to "feel tbeir power to the m m w of my bones"
(Release 13). Laurent runs away nom the Cade life he now fhds bocing. Once capture4

his first impression conjures visions of a man before the gates of Heaven: "inthe bl-g
moment of inescapablejustice, everything was frirtherclarifieci"(Release 14). Thou* it
may ap-

d e g i o u s or blaspbemous at fbst glance, Laurent's anai impiement on the

heavy cnicinx is reaily (in symbolically Christianor even more generally spintual terms)just

one attempt at a kind of severe, uitimate empathy, as well as spintual understanding through
physicai extrema. Laureut bimseff sees it as an elevation, an honom "1 was.... the ody oae

of us....who had eamed the Punishment Cross" (Release 14).

The episode descri'bing Beaws amival in the Sultanate is similarly designed to highlight the

spirihial element When she mets Lexius, the steward ofthe Sultan's slaves, his messianic

personality impmses itself upon her so potently b a t her "mernoriesof lprevious masten]
were suddenly threatened with complete dissolution"(Reka% 47). Such a feat c~early
resembtes that of prophets who challenge and eventually obliterate old

beliefs in their iisteners. Lexius demands that the slaves give up their souls to him and ihe

nobles, and at the conclusion of his speech, Beauty is "dazedwith aü he had said to her"
( R e l e 50).
~ For her, Lexius is the one who ultimately illustrates the most auicessful
joining of spiriniai contml with physicd desire: she envies the even fleeting attention her

new master pays to another slave, and "wouid have done mything to have him touch her
again."@el-

49).

This conjunction of the spiritual and the physical hacl, moreover, already been played out

in the relationship of Tristan and his master, Nicholas, in the second book of the tdogy.

Here it is also given clear enunciation in terms of Tristan's philosophy of slavery. His
language is particularly religious in its tow and diction, just as his experiences provide one
reason why Rice chose "Punishment"as the key word for the title of this volume. From
his very arriva1 in the village when he asks Beauty "why stmggie?" Tristan's is the path of
the obedient servant, the ideal Christian submissive (Punishment 12). His joumey in fact

begins with a wink to the archetypa1 f d and expulsion fiom the garden of Eden. Tristan

recds the way that he had led the Queen1smen "on a merry chase through the thick trees
and shmbbery," and he quickly realises that "1had deliberately cast myselfdown"

(Punishment 63). Once out of the garden and intmduced to the ways of the village,

Tristan expresses his understanding of the situation, in terms which reëmphasise the
spiritual nature of his predicament:

I understood my lot....1understood it more clearly with every
excruciating trial and.. J gave thanks fiom the depths of my
king that [myMaster] had seen fit to break me so
thoroughly....1 was bound, penitent, condemned to the village.
-1

120-21)

In this way, and in hue Christian fashion, Tristan sees his own punishment as a
necessary step toward saivathn, and thus as a blessing in disguise.

Appropriately, bowever, it is Laurent-tfie fimireleader and ultimate claimant to
Beauty-who

W

y experiences and articulates this spirituai-physical relatioaship in its

most undiluteci fom His mantra couid be piuased: "excitementis dl," for he knows that
erethism is the secret key to true knowledge. Loolring q m n the fke of bis master/slave

Lexius, he notices nrSt the expression on it, and then its sigainaance: "Hiseyes were
glittering with anger. Or with excitement Hard to teil whicb, But what is the differeace,
really....It's the light that maners" (Release 82). For Laurent, as for al1 the cbaracters,
s e d energy is the means to eniightenment, and the sign of grace is the glitter in their

masters' eyes.

P d y owhg to her own eariy experiences, Rice therefore is able to make us see sexuality

from a perspective in which it fûnctiofls as a catalyst for spintual arousal. Accordïngly,
she is also able to make us see how the "progressivetaboo" against pomography (as
Snitow puts if 40) might be a way ofprohibiting, rather than encouraging psychic
growth. Rice sees the growth pmcess as taking a complex sexual-psycho/spiritual

developmentai path, wherein @cipation in sucb taboo activities as domsub "promotes
self-growth, self-lmowfedge,&...then mates psychological intensity that in turn yields

the possibility for spiritual experience"(Ranisland 233). This is because the relationships
fomd within domsub are ultimately reflectionsof those which operate in die religious
model: the bottoms are to the tops as worshippea are to their gods; neither can h o p to
exist without the other, and they are both wholly dehed by the other's existence and
love-

Now that we can recognize and understand the complicated aspects of domsub
relationships in the sexual-spiritual sphere, we should also be in a position to appreciate
what may constitute Rice's unique contribution to the potentid impact of pornography
on many other areas of iiterary study: namely, the way that the domsub mode1 applies to
reader-author-text relationships as well. For as much as the Beauty trilogy takes the f o m
of an educational manuai, that same educational aspect appLies to Rice's audience and the

entire iïterary situation. Just as the charac?erswithin the taies fiinction within a domsub
relationship, so too do we and Rice when we read these works.

As we have seen, the domsub mode1 entails a hierarchy, and while we need to bear in

mind that the element of muhial dependency that exists actuaily operates to reverse what

would be the expected conventional power a l i g n m e n a t i s the top having power
over the bottom-it

may be heQW to begin by noting the way that, in reading the

Beauty trilogy, we are clearly positioned as bottoms to Rice's position as top. Rice's
major means of ennuhg this position is, of course, the way she encourages us to align
ourselves with Beauty, the central bottom in the tale. This identification is secured,
however, not merely by the fact that she is the titula.character, but also by the
alternatives provided at the outset of the tale. In recashg the familiar opening of the
fairy tale, Eüce ignores the history of the sleep speli and the euphemistic releasing kiss-

Instead, the episode which invites us into the taie, though enchantingly described and
contextualised, remains at its basest a rape. In addition to the fact that Beauty represents
the most familiar and cornfortable character fiom the original fally tale, no reader of fais.
tales, even if given the option, will aiign themselves with a rapist-in

this case the Prince-

-and thus through an initial sense of syrnpathy, we are inexorably tied to Beauty for the
remainder of the trilogy.

With ourselves f i d y conwcted to Beauty withïn the n m t i v e firame, Rice initially

speaks through the Prince who "claims"her. In the Prince, Rice has a springboard to a

myriad ofcharacters with which she represents herself to our Beauty. Rice is also able to
ailow Beauty to be mobile between different settings by not Iimiting her own presence in

the trilogy to a single character tied to a single I d e . As a redt, we find Rice in the
guises of-among

other mimr characters-the Prince, the Queen, Lord Gregory, Lady

Juliana, Mistress Lockley, and Laurent. Throughout, Rice aligos herseifwith powemil
figures, in order to maintain the pitch of the reader-author domsub relatiomhip-

Rice makes carehiiy cmfted use ofthese surrogates and their consistently persondised

cornmands to Beauty. They give her the opportunity to speak directly to her readers
whenever she feels it appropriate, sirnply by having one of the characters address Beauty.
In the

book ofthe tdogy, Rice speaks through the Prince to explain the nature of the

relationship she will exact upon her readers throughout the series: "punishment will corne
whenever I desire to give it. 1 WUpunish when it pleases me" (25-26). As Beausr
contemplates the possibility of becoming more w W and more rebellious once arrived in
the village, Mistress Lockley-Rice's

moa impressive female surrogate-explains that

the punishments of the village have a very difTerent motivation than those of cou.: "there

wonftbe any rich Lords and Ladies....nor any soldiers or other gentlemen...just you and 1"
(Punislunent 34). Clearly, there is a level of intimacy heretofore unseen, an intimacy to
which Rice certallily expects her readers to adhere as well. The result of al1 of this is that
the trilogy is speahg not to us as sexual bottoms, but as Literary ones. The education of

Beauty by a variety of trainers is in reality our education at the h d s of Anne Rice.
When Aiexi says to Beauty, "Dont try to understand ail that 1 Say at once. Merely

listen, and see ifthe story in the end does not soothe you," Rice is also providing her
reader with an overt message: surrender is the key to knowledge (Claiminp 174).

Getting the reader to agree to this sunender, however, is not necessarily an easy task.

Within the domsub dynamic, we know that Rice c m legitimately assume the power of the
top ody with our permission. What we shodd now consider is how Rice secures her

position as top, not by coercion, but by d

g a Litetary environment in which we want

to be a bottom to her top. Here one of her simplest strategies is an apped to our

curiosity. Together with Beauty, we are enticed by mentions without explanations of the
Brida1 Path, the Village and the punisiunent of the Cross. Just üke Beauty, we are eager

for the UnkLlown, for new expenences: "impatient to know the full extent of what Lis] to
happen" (Release 2 1). The secrecy surrounding the tale's mggesteci, impending episodes

is both a force for intensifying our interest, and a factor in out wiliingness to continue as

Rice's bottoms. What keeps us reading is, as in a traditional fajr tale, the constant

piqueing of our curiosity-the

Scheherezade principle of appealing to the desire for

novelty in our entertainments, of repeated shocking incidents, each more surprising than
the last.

In the case of Rice's fiction, these shocking incidents a i s have
~ an extremely visceral
nature, creathg through the reading experience a vicarious exposure to the acute
sensations which characterise domnib in the sexual domai.. The triiogy does so in a
marner that actually evokes immediate (and sometïmes shocking) paralle1 physicai

reactions-either empathetic or sympathetic, but aiways unforeseen-in

the reader.

More than that, each of the "spankings"becomes more shocklng, thereby not merely
increasing our tolerance, but also generating a craving for exposure to even greater
punishments. The result of this tangible titiilation and efforts to arouse a s e d

response in us is to create a situation wherein to stop reading makes the reader feel-as
much through the language as through those episodes described by it-as

though an

actual, tactile experience will be foregone. Thus Rice's tactics are those of immersion and
depnvation, just as bottoms are always immersed in the attention of their tops. The

ways this dynarnic operates is weli suggested by an early description of Beauty's

induction at Queen Eleanor's court

They were paddled fiercely down the steps, Beauty shaken
and red-faced and shivering with the passion that was kiadled
anew, and driven into the yard, there to be bathed in wooden
tubs by the kitchen girls, who went to work with their rough
brushes and toweIs.
(nmishment 163)

The passage represents a microcosm of almost everything we expenence as readen of the
trilogy. Like Beauty, we are nIst or at the forefiont (among readers). Yet despite our
position, we are oniy there because Rice is pushiag, or in this case paddling, us h m
behind. Our status is tempered with pain and exposure, to ensure that we do not forget
that we remain halves to the domsub dynamiclswhole. The continued success of the
relationship depends on our not forgetting.

The fierceness of the paddluig-both Beauty's and ours, empathetically-though
necessary, is tempered throughout The humour that foilows is the f k t device Rice uses:

Beauty's face is made red by a paddle that clearly lands elsewhere. The fact that such
fierceness arouses passion above ail other sensations is a second. That the paddling is
hediately followed by care at the han& of the girls is a third. uiterestingiy, Rice
tempers kindness throughout as often as she does cruelty, fiequently in the interest of
intensifj6ng the viscerality of the reader's experience: hem, the anticipated cornfort of a
bath is ~ g e with
d the "temble pleasure" of "roughbrushes and towels." Just as Beauty

experiences this ongoing series of imerchanging dark clouds and silver k g s , silver clouds

and dark linings, so too do we as readers.

The crux of Rice's new reading mode1 is rooted in her dedication to honesty in wriSng, an
approach diredy Luiked to her early successful works. Her firstpublished novel
(Inten6ew With The VanlpeLe) was written as an escape nom aicoholism and as a selfconstructed therapy. As a consequence of the cathartic nature of that fïrst major writing
experience, Rice seems-perhaps

more thao any c m n t prolinc author-to be more

concerned with pure expression of feehgs and ideas, and less with contrived notions of
"artistry " or "c~mmercialism~"
Her persisteme through the objections and complications
that erupted over the publication of the Beau& tniogy also supports the idea that it is the

emotional nature ofher work that drives her (Ramsland 221). In order for Rice to be able
to show us such an inner corner of her sexual psyche, however, she demands that we do it

on her t e m . The reading experience here is more a product of invitation than of
e'diliitionism. It is made a privüege, and again we are made to feel special as reades. In

writing in this open, personal mamer, Rice establishes vulnerability as the cenual
condition or even requirement of b o t .author and reader, and trust becomes the drivïng
force behind the relationship between them. In the end, such a relationship necessitates a

new kind of reading in order to reward both author and reader for their efforts.

As a writer, Rice seeks readers of increasing inteilectual and emotional stature, shce it is

readers that define her craft and her existence. This relationship is expressed in the finai
book of the tdogy by Lexius, who explains to Beauty that ifthe slaves in his charge are
not seen as exemplary by the sayyids at court, it is he who suffiers, his image that is
tamished. Like ali tops, he is defined by his bottoms: "It is absolutely out of the question

....that they do mt compliment me upon you.

that you do not distinguish yourselves

loveliness" meleasg 49). Status notwithstanding (and in the iiterary world, status is
certainly afforded based on one's readership), Rice is also asking people to read
differently, becaw she is writing Werently. By taking the nsk of putting on paper her
"eenuine erotic fantasy."Rice felt "aliveto her work." The necessary and resulting
C

exposure of herseifwas worth the seme of authenticity: "There's almon no literary
dilution" (Ramsland 212,218). Rice adds to this the admission that the Beauty books
add a deeply personal exposure to the readerfauthor relationship itself-" When someone

writes an authentic book...when elements of fmtasy cohere to real feeling, you have a

window into a psyche" (Ramsiand 218).

The motivation to accept the role of bottom in a domsub relationship is an intrinsically
selfish one. At its core is the desire to be elevated, and to become the sole focus of al1 of
the top's attention and energies. In the relatiomhip between Rice and her readers the

same is true, though at different and at multiple levels. InitiaIiy the desire is simply a
reflection of Beauty's desire. Just as she seeks total self-absorptioninto pleasure and
servitude-"I wanted to be....Iost arnong my pimishments" -en1

20-0

too do

we seek to surrendet to our fatasies. Angela Carter points out that "the one-to-one

relation of the reader with the book is never more apparent than in the reading of
pomographic fiction," and that because the dilemma of those readers is non-participation,
they seek out substitutes (14). Through this intense textuai relationship to the character.

we can also develop an extratexaial bond to the author herself. We seek such a bond

because we wish to feel special fiom the readers of other authors. Just as the submissive
who craves status based on attention, so too do we in our relationship with Rice. To be

invited into the author's fiction is one step on that status ladder. To be s h o w her private
fantasies is a second. To be able to share in the viscerality, the sensations of those
fantasies is a pleasingly surprising third. To l e m fiom them is a fourth. And to feel that

al1 of this is a privilege not extended to the teaders of other authors is yet another
elevation. Al1 of these are steps which distinguish the reader of one author's works fiom
those who read o t k authors, but evenhlaly, we hope that our status will in fact extend
beyond that of the other Rice-reading literary bottoms around us-that

we will

individually become & special reader. Our ultimate desire as readers is to surrender to

Rice completely in the hope that we WUunderstand something as yet never grasped, or
even perceived, by areader. It is at such a point that the elevation of the literary self

WU be s u c c d .

The tradeoff for this elevation is that we must continue to submit throughout; we m u s let

Rice guide, control, and teach us. Ail the decisio~~~--after
that of participatio-are

hers.

We must foliow dong tnisting that we not be exposed to experiences our trust proscnbes.
In this way,the control and attention to structure found in red-life domsub is equally
important to literary domsub relationships. if Rice perdtted any opportunity for chaos
to intrude on the dynamic, then there would be no way for her to ensure the happiness of.
and continued attention fiom, her readership. Were we to abandon these d e s , to raise

questions and objections, or even interpret as we rad, e t c r w e would rejecting the
opportunity to be dected. Immediacy, surprise, and spontaneity are just some of the
tools of the top in a domsub relationship. They are equally vital to the reading process.

To resist these aspects through an unco6perative reading method would be to nulli@ the
author's attempts to affect us as readers. Such a breach of hplicit contract wodd make
the reading process no less futile than ifattempting to read a mystery novel in reverse, or
in a graphic novel refusùig to read anything printed in balloons. Essentially, ifwe as

readea were to abandon either the d e s of submission or those governing how we read,
we would be creating a situation in which Rice's tales loa their ability to entertain,
titillate, and teach.

The significance ofthis new domsub mode1 of the author-text-reader relationship shodd
not be underestimated, for it clearly poses a serious challenge to the currently fashionable

emphasis on the "active reader" or the entire "reader-response"school associated with
critics like WoIfgang Iser, Jonathan Cuiler?and Stanley Fish. Accordhg to nich
approaches. primary consideration must be given to the experiences which the individual

reader brings to the text, and in effect the only text there is, is the one which the reader
has reconstructed on the bash of M e r personal experience- Similady, according to such
reasoning, the reader's task is to resist the text as much as possible and persistently to

engage in decoustructing i t It is not difncult to see why such an ego-inflating, pseudoliberai-pliiralist modd has becorne so popular.

Unfortunately, some texts refuse to fiuiction as a somding board for the reader's
experiences, and rather seek to mate new ones. Simiiarly, not aii authors will allow
themselves to fiinction merely as the present-at-creation-and-ever-suice-absentsmith of

that board. Reader-response criticism thus seems to have stalied itselfat the very point
where it ought to have corne fidl circle: literature can be an environment in which the

author and reader can connect emotioaally, sexually, intellechially, spiritualiy, or in ail of
these ways, through the characters that represent them. Somewhere beyond the level at

which the reader plays detective, trying to grasp the author's meaning, and somewhere
beyond the level at which the reading act is wholly text-reader centered, there is a place
where the text serves as a space-possibly
Essex-in

a playgmund, or a dungeon, or a downs in

which the author and the reader interact in a fashion best suited to the nature of

that space.

This is, moreover, a way in which reader-response cnticisrn cornes up short even in l e m s
of reader-response when compared to domsub as a reading method. The domsub mode1 in

fact encourages a level of (reader-)response so immediate, so intensely physical that it

achieves a purity, an involuntary immediacy heretofore unidentified. What seems to be
the root of the misperception made by reader-response aiticism is that it seems to have
fdlen victim to the common misunderstanding of the domsub relatioaship-the tendency
to see it as an eithedor situation rather than as a pact in which one side empowers the
other. What reader-response theorising also seems to have overlooked, in tum. is that in

the domsub mode1there are two dimensions to this pact, or two Ievels of a reader's

engagement with a text The fkst level deman& that as the bottotn, the readef s most
important choice is not a matter ofwhether to resist or surrender but rather a question of
to which top they will submit, and which author is up to the job of literary top; and here
the reader is t d y in control. The second lewi is the a&

reading, and here for the

reader to resist submission to the authodtext is tantamoinit to admitting a baà cboice in
the first place.

Perhaps the greatest irony of al1 about the "active-reader" thwry as it pertak
specificaily to the challenge posed by Rice's alternative "submissive"mode1 lies in the
reasoning employed by Roland Barthes-in

many ways the pogenitor of the reader-

response school of criticism. According to Barthes, one should recall, "the death of the
author" is necessary for "the birth of the reader," and for Barthes the "pleasure" of the
text is contingent upon overcoming the "boredom" that results nom king a passive

consumer "to be bored means that one cannot produce the te* open it out, set it going"
( 163). Rice, as we bave seen, is equally concerned with boredom, but for her preventing

this situation is very much the task of the author, who must be very "alive"indeed, and
when the author does evidence such a presence in the text, then the reader cm very much

take pleasure in submission One could Say, then, that reader-response theory seems to
have been founded on a bad choice at the nrst level of author-readet relationshipthe
choice of wbch authors to read-and that had Barthes atrorded himself the privilege of
reading Rice's Beautv trilogy he would have found a passivity that goes far beyond any

simple mode of consumption, just as he would have found a "pleesure ofthe text" that
goes beyond any estheticized brand of "jouissance" (142-48, 155-64).

3. Ladies and Gents. Choose vour Poison: Femmwthe New Feminism
Sex-and

depictions thereofdoes not equai sexism, which by definition is an oppressive

force. Unfomuiately, many d c s , social commentators, and pubüc figures-perhaps out
of a general puritanicd perspective which is weii served by red sexïsm but not by real
sex-fd

to distinguish the two. Sara Diamond d e s that "itis possible to create images

of semal expenence that do not perpetuate the current imbalance between men and

women" (41; empbasis mine). Marceue Perks certainly agrees, and offen a suggestion as

to the source of those new, remedial images:
I've leamt there are more choices than just king a slut or a
whore. Women are aiready interested in pomography but
many feel too embanassed to become consumers and take
an active role in shaping the demands of the marketplace.
Pomography needs to be changed so that it doesn't project
ody to male desires. Instead of banning it, women need to
participate and create pomography .(70)

In this light, pomography is not the problem, but rather the way the genre is used: in
itself, pomography is no more inherently sexist than melodrama, or black comedy, or
pulp fiction. Although it can ceriainiy be sexist, pomography canjust as easily be fiee

fiom sexist messages, and moreover can be used to counter them. If this were not the
case, then we would have to conclude that the quite literaLly hundreds (if by now not

thousands) of creators of fempom around the world are al1 motivated in one of two ways:
either they are deliberately attempting to hurt their gender specifically and society as a

whole through their creations, or these same writers are too dumb to understand that they
have been flummoxed into dohg so by a startlingiy organised misogynist cabal of
publishen, editon, husbands, boyniends, fiiends, acquaintances and readers. Safely

assuming neither to be the case, the questions remah: why fempom? And what is so
different about it? My answer is tbat fempom's existence and ment explosion are
responses to the b d of pomography tbat had ken, until very recentiy, the only kind
available: pomography that beld limitai appeai for a signincant portion of its &male
audience. Femporn is intriusicaüy an împrovement on porn that did not+ôY and largeemploy fernale creativity, empower womea through production, or engage a female
viewer.

That is not to say that fempom is itseff without its detractors. Most of those who
oppose traditional maiastream pomography are equally rigid in their opposition to

fempom. Central to the anti-porn lobby is the idea that pomography is inherently

hannfbi to a society and its citizens, and that aü porn leads to the undervaluation,
degradation, and eventuai desecration of women. Unfortunately for the lobby, ongoing
research by scientists and cornmittees in 3 corntries and spanniag almost 30 years-fiorn
and highlighted by the 1968 President's Commission, to the research of notable scientists

such as hs.Malamuth, Shore, Linz, and Domerstein, to the 1985 Meese Commissioe
has coasistentiy show that there is no iink between the comumption or even the

availooil-y of erotic material and anti-woman or criminal behaviour (Pallypassim ).

Other objections abound, however. Noting that one "anti-pom carnpaigner....coustantiy
refers with disgwt to what she cails 'splayed vaginas,'" Avedon Carol is quick to point
out the unformded bais for this opinion: tbat womentsgenitals are inherently unattractive

("Body Parts" 116). 1 would add that even if one were to believe that censorship could be
j ustified, self-loathing cannot serve as a basis for that justification Other objections

include the idea that women are not interested in pom, that the actresses in pornographie

films are actuaily being wd,and that porn is sexist We know already from Diamond
that pom is no more nahirally sexist than any other form of expression, though it is

usually more sexual(41). Rape wherever it occurs is a heinous crime, and should be
prosecuted vigorously in ail instances. To suggest that pomography is rape, however, is
tantamount to saying that "pom"rapists are producing, editing, and distniuting
admissible prosecutorial evidence of their crimes to millions ofconsumers. As for the

argument that women as a gender are unuiterested in pom, this is to ignore the facts.

Books have k e n written in which women extol the wonders and thrills of pomography of

al1 kinds. Women own and nm companies producing, disai'buting, casting, and writùig
pomographic films,books, audio and multimedia materials. Most importantly, women
are identifed as the purchasers and consumers of between 40 and 47% of the

(intemationaliy) $8 billion of pom produced annually (Assiter & Carol 15; Pally 67).

Despite al1 of this evidence, the opponents of pom continue to work towards the
censoahip of pornography in all its fomis. What is striking is that iftheir genuine

concem is the emotiond well-king and stability- of women, then their efforts may
actually be doing more harm thangood. Meera Dharan (who is one of many women who
have to write pseudonymously as a result of attitudes surrounding pom) makes the vdid

point that her "culture has placed enough guilt on me without the double burden of radical
feminists teiling me that 1 should be feeling disempowered by pom, when clearly 1am
not" (13). The actions of pro-censorship andlor anti-porn femioists contribute to the
f o s t e ~ gof feelings of guilt, ignorance, and sexual confusion in the women they hope to
protect. And herein Lies the problem: forcing women to live under anyone's protectioneven that of other w o m e e i s to relegate them to the level of second-class people. In the
end, the "only legitimate option is to let each woman explore as she pleases and define for

herseif" those depictions or descriptions of sexuaiity she wishes to see (Carol & Pollard

56).

Varda Burstyn is one of those women making such choices. She points out in her

criticism that most traditional pornography is "entertainment....leeched of Lits] emotive,
poetic and social content" (162). Traditiody, pomography never contains, explores, or

features gender neutralïty, genuhe same-sex relationships, and is not written by women.

The preponderance of gender-specifïc d e definition is reflected in the "formula" of
vimially every traditionai porn scene. The woman's orgasm, though often presented, is
either dismisseci, or is coterminous with that of the man's,and it is remarkably achieved at
that moment without genital contact. Though the males of traditional porn require

extended laborious manipulation to reach orgasm, the women need only see (or feel, in

many cases) evidence of the man's c h a x to slip into melodramaticdiy vocal paroxysms
of pleasure themselves. Known as the "money" shot, such scenes convey "a convention
of porn movies that male orgasm must be visible to the viewer" (Rubin 21). Fempom, in
contrast to this tradition, is wide-ranging in its scope of sexual interests and expressions.

Even before the widespread emergence of fempom as a counter to traditional
pomographytsperspectives, such roles and stones were something often sought by
female pom consumers, as evidenced by women's disproportionate heterosexual interest
in gay male porn ( M a c k e ~ 29).
e Rice's inciusion of male-male episodes in her tdogy

are a reflection of this cross-gender, cross-preference interest, and just one of the factors

which f i y positions her work far beyond the Ununaginative reaches of ordinary pom.
Consider, for example, Laurent's respoIlSe to the fareweii between the Captain and
Tristan: "1studied the two rough-shaven faces together, the mingling of the blond hair,
the haHidded eyes. Men kissing. Such a lovely sight" (Pelease 183). Even this, the

tamest of passages by Rice's standards, would never find its way into traditional

pomography.

The roles within traditional pornography are as rigidly defined as the actions found

therein. The players are universally interested in the reduction of al1 situations to sex, as

Snitow has noted (256). Within that reductive simplicity, men are ailowed almost
exclusively to act as voyeurs. in keeping with the-very

gender-speciiïc-taboo

of

looking evidenced in the Cupid and Psyche myth, rarely ifever does a woman watch
another couple have sex in traditional pomography. Women are the recipients of the porn
world: the attention is always on them. Though men are present and vital to the activity,
men's faces and bodies are considerably less visible (or descriid) than those of the
women. In addition, women generate pom's semai energy, both in themselves and in the

men. It is the presence of a woman in any given situationthat creates sexual energy and
potential sexual activity-the

men of traditionai porn are never erect until a woman

arrives on the scene to make them so. Here again Rice and her feiiow fempom pioneers
tum the tables. Not only do Rice's male submissives not require women to be aroused,

but they are expected to need no arousal stage, as they must stay erect at al1 times. One

of Nicholas' servant girls places a weight around Tristan's penis, and tells him: "if that
weight slips Eom your cock, there wiil ody be one reason for it, that your cock bas gone
soft....y our cock will be whipped for thatt' (Punisyears-and

129-30). In the last twenty-five

more intensely in the last teii-it has becorne the responsibiiity of women to

becorne the creative energy source not just in porn, butfor pom, as well.

When writing the Beauty tdogy, Anne Rice may have k e n pioneering the new methods
of producing and marketing pornography. Today, the indusûy's chiefefforts are aimed at
couples, rather than at individuais (or more specificaily at men). This new wave of
interest in pornography and the new kind of porn consumer might in fact be a result of
Rice's appeal to a heterogeneous readership, even if initidy her books were mainly
popular within gay culture, and relative to other Rice books did not sel1 particularly well
arnong a more widespread audience (Ramsland 238). In any case, over the last few years,
the marketing of couple- and woman-centered pomography has rejuvenated the
popularity of the tdogy, and in accordance with the way that pomographic fiction, and

especiaily fempom, has become more popular, the ailogy can now be found in almon
every bookstore, elegantiy boxed as a set In today's bookstores, the Beauty trilogy can
be found mder the headhgs Gay Interest, Women's Shidies, Fiction, and Adult Fiction,
which together t e e to the wide interest and readership the books attract.

A signincant portion of criticism concerned with pomography over the last several years

has been spent trying to form a definition of this treacherous Literary form. Much has

been made of these efforts by aii concemed. Lawyers have disagreed with literary critics,
who in tum argue with psychologists about what exactiy pomography is. What is clear is
that we inherit the word fiom a combination of the Greek words "pome"(meaning

prostitute) and "graphoi"(meaning writing). Literally speaking, then, pomography is the
chronicles of courtesans, presumably written by these same women, usually in diary
form. A signincant oumber of the earliest works so d e h e d have in fact been ascribed to a
woman called Philaenis of Samos, just as pomography also has a mythologicai

protectorkreator, who bas aiso k e n idenàned as a womaii-who may have been one of
Helen's maids-named Astyanassa (Parker 91-94). At its most traditional, then,
pomography is the domain of woman authoa.

This ancient amibution, however, has k e n largely loa by both mainstrearn consumers
and producers, who have corne to know pomography-over the last 100 years-as
aimost exclusively male-oriented. Here one should note that though explicit s e d art is

as old as art itself, the use of the word "pornography" in the context with which we are

familiar is less than 150 years old. As Gayle Rubin points out, the word's curent
connotations represent the sensibilities of the Victorians, not the ancient Greeks (35). 1
have no intention of expending much more energy on the issue of definitions, nor do I

wish to add fuel to an aiready considerable societal and academic blaze concerned with the

pigeonhohg of pomography. Alison Assiter and Avedon Carol point out that

pomopphy definitions have always been "ckcular, vague, arbitrary, and inconsistent"
(25).

One matter that must be resolveci, though, is the curent fasciaation with the believed
difference between pomography and its misconstnied-as-gentlercousin, erotica. This
difference presupposes a definition of pomography m t e d in several unworkable
equations. The fïrst is that women are naturaiiy s e d victims, incapable of semai self-

determination and expression. The second is the belief that men are naturally sexually
dominant to the point of violence. The third codates these two, equating all man-woman
sex with violence. The graphic representation of these relationships is supposed to be the

essence of pornography. Unfor~inately,to accept and adopt such a definition leaves
linle room in the literary arena for erotica of any kind.

In an early article entitied "Erotica vs. Pomography," Gloria Steinem attempted to
distinguish between the two ternis. In it, she tried to define the broadly interpreted
mainstream definitions as foilows: erotica features "muhial pleasure and touch and

warrnth...a shared sensuality"; pomography, by contrast, highlights "force, violence, or
syrnbols of unequai power....whips and chains of bondage, even torture and murder
presented as sexually titiIlathg, the clear evidence of wounds and bruises" (Outqgeous
Acts 219).
-

Under the yoke of these definitions, Rice's work would have to be classified as both

pomographic and erotic. On the one hanci, Rice's books are fiiled with images of afEection
and caring, as when Tristan is overcome by emotions while walking with Nicholas: "1 felt
the smooth velvet of his tunic and the soft nlk of his hai.. This was aimost ecstasy. And

his lips brushed my cheek, and the mingling of distress and longing in me was so

enonnous 1 was almost in tears again" (Jbishment 109). On the other hand, this

sensuaiity is presented within a context thaî includes force and bondage, such as an
episode in which Lady Juliana administem discipline to Beauty: "desperately she thrust
her hips forwsrd to receive the angry pmishmentt She must please Lady Juliana And
the strap smacked her pubic lips again and agak...

'There, there, my girl, my vimious,

lovely girl.' And h a lips pried open Beauty's Lips....Blessed Beauty, 0, you do love me
don't you, I love you dearly'" (Claimine 16162). In hm, what would preclude locating
Rice's trilogy with Steinem's parameters is that nowhere are torture and murder present,
let alone condoned. Rice &es

it clear throughout that physical terror is anathema to the

tales, introducing the adventures to us with the reassurance that: "nothing shail ever be

done which tnily harms you. You will never be....injured" (Claimine:89-90). The
content of the Beauty tdogy thus proves the fiawed nature of those conventionai

definitions of pomography and erotica, especidy those which depend on untenable
distinctions. Nor is Rice alone here: many sensual and titillating works by both men and
women completely transcend and invalidate these dennitions.

Britain's curiously named "Campaignagainst Pomography and Censoahîp" (CPC) takes
a fat simpler approach, distinguishing between pomography and erotica on a single
criterion. Pomography is degrading, erotica is not. Even this simple definition is
inherently problematic, however, because it offers no guidelines for what is degrading.
Catherine MacKinnon and Annie Sprinkle are both well-hown femiaists, and there is no
question that these prominent spokeswomen have vastly different ideas about what
constitutes degradation. Sprinkle is a pst-pum modernist and realist, and is by many
considered to be the voice from the "middle ground" in the pom indutry. To her,
degradation wouid Iücely be any image during whose production a female actresshode1
aciuallyfees degraded. MacKinnon, an Amencan antipom lawyer, is almost obsessive
wheo it cornes to the "content" of images. To her, degradation can include any image in

which a woman-clothed or not-is

kneeiing, for example.

The reason for the nagility of distinctions between pomography and erotica is simple:

there is no essential ciifference whatsoever m the content of the two- The use here of two

different words for the same thiag bas mainly to do with issues of human sensibility, and
more specifically, hmsysy

Pornogq$ty as popuiarly defined is used by those who

daim othedse to be strongly opposed to ceiwtship in order to juste censorship-to
others and to themselves- The current &finition of erotica is used to make the
pomography one dws like acceptable. To suggest that there is a content Werence

between them is akin to suggestuigthat there is an intrhsï~ciifference between sleep and

slumber, or a touch and a caress.

It is in an attempt to end the hypocrisy and in the interest ofmnsistency that I refer to

Rice's novels as pomography-by whicb 1 mean writings that are titülating, sensuai,
erotic, sexual, violent, tender, cruel dangerous and exciting- No moral valuation on my

part should be assumed, nor in my opinion, taken by others. ShouId the current moral
trappings of the word pornography be so overwheiming as to still offend, the reader is
k e to substitute the (to hem) less offensive tenn-for my primary concem is simply to

establish a working definition so that 1can now move on to the more important issue of
the nature of pomography and its relation to women, both as readea and participants.

Fempom, or ponography produceci by and for women, has grown exponentially since
the late 1980s. In 1986, Gayle Rubin wrote: "the pom industry tbeginning to recognize

women as potential coasumea and to design products to appeal to a female audience"
(37, emphasis mine). The works of Anne Rice and Susie Bright in literary circles, of Lisa

Palac in audio, and of Candida Royalle and Deborah Shames in film arejust a few wildly
successfbl examples of this emergence- Until this relatively ment explosion of fempom
in literary and other media markets, womea were offered only one mainstream alternative

to the pomography produced by and catering to men. Sara Diamond grudgingly called
mass-market romances, e p i t ~ ~ s by
e dHariequiiis, "the equivalent of women's
pomography" (50). Aithough these books appear to provide women with a place where

they cm induige their sexual fantasies, and dthough Ianice Radway bas argued that
romance does contain an element of protest, what these works are is far fiom feminist,
and in fact reinforce fm too many of the culhnal limitations traditionally imposed on

women. In fact, mass-market romances are much closer in philosophical content to
traditional male-centered, male-dominant mode1 of pomography than they are to fempom.

1 should point out here that this does not mean that there are no women who enjoy

traditional pornography. Quite the contrary, millions of women do. Yet as long as there

remain women who feel that much of the porn widely available is "ddi, repetitive, massmarket rubbish"-i.e.

does not speak to their tastes-there

is a need for fempom (Green

43). The distinction between the traditional pom and fempom-and

received-is

how they are

in many cases, however, a vital one: pomography (Le., fempom) that is

perceived as not contributing to the social and sexual status quo--in which women are
second-class citizensis qpressed, while that which upholds outdated ideas of male
domlliance/voyeurism and female h e t e r o s e d receptivity is widespread. In Britain, the

female CO-producedsex magazine Libertine was bankrupted-effectively destroyed-by
the traditional pomography community through a dimibution embargo, because they saw
the inherent threat of "reality" having a voice in theu indusûy (Melville 11).

Ann Snitow, among others, has provided us with much valuable material on the subject of
pomography. She points out that pomography refiects a significant portion of genuine
sexual expression because in it, "ali things tend in one direction, a total immersion in one's

own sense experience." She goes on to describe particular aspects of, and the repetition
of certain themes w i t b pom, including: "the joys of passivity.... response without

responsibility, [an absence of] cIearIy deheated characten," and an environment wherein
al1 social and persod conditio-indeed,

where everythingccanbe "deliciously

sacrifice& dissolved by sex" (256). Nevertheless Snitow aiiows that sotne pomopphy
may contain misogynistic images or messages. She is equally carefid to point out,

though, that "women are naturaiiy overwhelmed by the woman-hating theme so that the
more universal human expression sometirnes contained by pomogtaphy tends to be
obscured for them" (255).

1 do not doubt that this is possible, but 1 also suggest that the tenn "naturaiiy"is

problematic and that Snitow does not go far enough in her d y s i s . AU people (though 1
suspect women to a greater degree than men) today are socially conditioned-as

opposed

to Snitow's "natlrrallyn-to impose and invoke woman-hating themes whenever and

wherever sexuality is the subject in art, &,or fiterature. As a result, these invocations
overwhelm and even obliterate the natural sexuality-what Snitow calls "the more
universal human expressionf'-containedthereia It is only by making a conscious effort
to recognise and confiont this socialisation that we are able to see through it, and perceive
the works themselves. As Lucy Williams correctly points out: "Contrary to any

conditioning, pomography is for women as much as it is for men" (10 1). Since
pornography is intrinsicaily no more than just another form of artistic expression, it
follows that just as with any other medium9its appeal rests with the viewer.

Gloria Steinem says that women "[must] control [their] own sexuality"("Erotica" 55).
Occurring witbui the context of her dennition of the difference between erotica and

pornography, tbis statement implies that women's freedom to produce sexually explicit
and arousing materid can be achieved only in the form of what Steinem calls erotica, and

the related implication is that al1 s e d s e d Wntings or nIms or art produced by

women is erotic as opposed to pomographic, and therefore acceptable. insofar as the

content and nature of Rice's writings-by

Steinem's defïnitions-wodd

have to be

labelled pomographic, they wouid aiso h o m e ynacceptable. Steinem asserts that
"Sexuality is human, k e , sepaiate-and so are we" ("Emtical'5 9 , but her very

def~tionswïlI not permit women the autonomy or the inteagence to express their

sexuality in whatever form or representation they see f i t

In addition to what Snitow regards as pom's reductive simplicity (in tbat it reduces ail
social interaction to a sexual Ievel), Lisa Duggan et al. importantly add that pom brings

with it a variety of messages, though admittedly ail centering on sex. Their mocking and
hilarious (in both scope and length) List of these messages includes the advocating of
"sexualadventure. sex outside of marriage, sex for no reason other than pleasure, casual
sex, anonymous sex, group sex, voyeuristic sex, Uegal sex, public sex"(145).

AU of these

ideas, these critics stress, c m help Liberate women who ntil now have felt that they have
been alone in their sexual feehgs and fantasies, and therefore somehow mordy wrong in

feeling them. A significant portion of Nancy Friday's work has been predicated on ending
the isolathg efliect of women's individual sexual fantasies. Fnday encourages women to

share their fmtasies with one another, both through her books and in person, thus creating

an entirely new-or perhaps recreating a very old--tradition of writiag (and other modes
of transmission) pomography. She recognises that women who were s e d mavericks

long ago were "aione in their desires, sociological dead ends," and feels that those who are

vocal about their sexuaiity today are helping others "kiowthat their search for what it

means to be a woman is shared by others"(63-64).

Many of fempomlspioneers-and

according to Annie Sprinkle "Women me pom's

pioneers'Lsee thernselves as much more than simply artists or entertainers (85,

ernphasis mine). Aithough 1 suppose an argument c m be made for the educational (or
"edutainment," in more modern pariance) value of al1 forms of pomography, it is only the

fempom school whose members very ofien have education and enlightenment in mind as
they produce their work. As L have argued, Rice has indeed made this a major theme of
her B e a tdogy;
~
as Tristan cornes to under~fand,obedience to the Queen1swhims will

Ieave bim "well enhanced in wisdom"

87).

The educational aspect of fempom is Limitless, touching on ail parts of wornen's growth.

fiom that of the individual, to the gender socialisation of ali women. It is also not only
the producers and proponents of fempom who are malàng that claim. As noted recently
on the Femme Productions homepage, fempornographer and nIm producer Candida

Royalle is "the first adult film-maker to have k e n invited into membership by the

Arnerican Association of Sex Educators, Counselors and Therapists because of the
'positive s e d role-modehg' in her films." Echohg Friday's focus on individual women,
Chene MatrYr begins her preface to M e s fiom the Clit: A Fe-

Exwrience of

Pomom~hy
with the following challenge: "unaguie spending your whole Iife beuig told

what you We and what you feel-and

knowing that it isn't tnie1'(v). Matrix is well

aware that this strmge dictation of tastes and emotions is not the experience of many
people (certainly homosexuals and atheists corne to mind), but stresses that this was,

until very recentiy, the reality for all womeI1-over 50% of the population in moa
places-when

it came to issues of sexuality in general and pomography in particular.

Much of this educational view of pomography began shortly before femporn, when
women began to discover that sexual information, Iike ail knowledge, is empowe~g.

Ma& notes that simple exposure to pom can be profomdly beneficial, in that it can
"clear away the mysteries surrounding female sexuality;" for her, pornography represents
the path out of Freud's forest of misconceptions (vii). As a r e d t of such fiawed theories
about what women should and should not (or do and do not) like, many women have

ended up confused by feelings of guilt, fear and ignorance. Early exposure to pom-or

more redistic "pop sexology" üke Friday's sharing of women's fantasies-offers an
opportunity to uaderstaod that others share these interests and desires, and can lead to
what Frances ScaUy calls "the bliss of guilt-fke se%" though that may also be a somewhat
utopian view of the complex matter of human s e d t y (75). f i s o n Assiter and Avedon
Carol make the more modes-and yet much more f a t - t e a ç h i n m o n that the
emergence of porn has given women the "toolsof discourse": an arena within which the
unabashed, uncensoreci exploration of female sexuality can occur (3).

Surprised to find herselfinterested in pom, Lucy Williams makes a provocative

observation about her new discovery: the variety of women's bodies that c m be found in
the world of hard-core pom (10 1-02). To the same effect, Avedon Carol and Nettie

Pollard have pointed out that in contcast to other media, "hardcore shows a wider variety

of female physicd types....fat....smail breasts....older, shorter, taller" women (55)Striking about this tmth is that in terms of body imaging, sexism and many of the other

ideological and social ills that women have had to deal with in the twentieth century, bard-

core pomography may very well be a less d
a
m
m
g medium than sofi-core pom, the

fashion industry, Hollywood, and advertising in general, ail of which are still d e d by the
airbrush, the ex-lax diets, and the generic "plastic tits" mentality that demands surgical

enhancements fiom many of the women working in those fields.

One of the educational aspects of pom cornes with a bit of a twist. Jen Durbin suggests
that the fkeedom to watch porn has not ody allowed her and other women to seek out

sexual images and ideas they enjoy, but aiso to reject those they do not: "the abüity to
say no" is not something that women have always enjoyed, and to be able to do so is a

genuinely powerful idea in itself (59). It is in this ability for women to decide for
thernselves what they like and do not like that the earliest ongins of fempom are found.

Before discovering fempom (or other porn that suits their tastes), many women feel that

they have no "acceptable" outlet of their own for their sexual fantasies, particuiarly if
they find what has been offered-ic.:

bodice4pping mass-market romance novels-

unsati@hg. Marceile Perks similady notes how clandesthe interaction with "other
people's p o m can lead to feelings ofguilt for many women, whereas the k e embrace (or

rejection) of pom of one's own chwsing and purchase becomes the only healthy, just
alternative for both men and women (68).

One of the earliest producers of what was-but

was not yet cailed-fempom

in the

1970s. Arabella Melvüle thought of herself not just as an artist, but as someone
performing a valuable public s e ~ c for
e women. As the publisher of the UK magazine
Libertine, her goal was to elimiaate the repression and guilt suftounding female sexuality.

which in truth made her a kind of defacto social worker. "I was a missionary," she
proudly proclaims (5); and what better place for a missionary of sexual tmth than Brïtain

in the 1970s? From a series of such short-lived and random attempts to bring women's
sexuality into the public eye to the full-blown industry femporn that has now become. a
number of ideas have taken mot.

Not the least of these is that whereas simple discourse and information was an initial goal

of the fempom pioneers, many believe now what Avedon Carol and Nettie Pollard insist
is the case: that fempom is an inextricable part of the strategy of equality for all women:
"We cannot establish sexual balance betwezn men and women unless we
break through the myth that male sexual interest is stronger than femaie
interest. We must make plain that the negative feelings many women have
towards sex are by no means proof that women can't enjoy sexybut rather
result fiom the continued presentation of sex as something women mwt

providefor others rather than as something we can do out of our own
natural desires and for our own pleasures. And we are not going to be able
to do that until we are fiee to create art, entertainment, and documentary

materials that deai specifTcaiiy with this focus on sexuality. In the current
chnate, make no mistake, such matenal will be calleci pomography."(5354)

Though perhaps inadvertently, this last phrase showsjust how far fernporn has corne. It
was clearly initidy meant as a warning and a d y h g cry to the women involved in the
early days of fempom; it was a wamiDg that anything written in the interest of exploring

and discussing women's sexuality wouid be perceived as and Iabeîied "pomography" by
the establishment; and it was a rallying cry to do ail that was possible to not Iet this

happen. Despite the urgent and somewhat pessimistic prediction, the reality that has
unfolded is one in which not ody are these dtings king cailed porn-or fernporn, in

many cases-but

it's OK that they be so labelled, and OK that they be sold to men and

women in mainStream bookstores everywhere as such.

One of the initial impulses of many anti-censorship feminists to pom was to champion it
simply as a reaction to those who were in favour of Limiting access to sexustlly explicit

materials. Their embrace of porn as legitimate expression was ofien an act of rebeliion
against a sector of feminism that they felt was no longer in touch with modem women's

interests. Frances Scally articulates the subsequent dissatisfaction she found with both
those impulses and the embrace of porn that resulted, and advocates a new approach: "1
now consciously reject king defiant about pomography as a reaction to the would-be
total imposition of censorship, becaw 1 prefer to just get on with my own sex Me" (74).

The wry humour of the end of her statement testifies to the outright silly preconceptions
thaî have persisted for so long about women's sexuality. What must foliow now is a
penod during which members of both sexes and a i i semai preferences are free and
unencumbered to explore whether or not they wish to read The Cl-

.-

of S l e e a i ~

B e a u ~or
, watch Behind the Green D o o ~
or do neither. It is also time for the producen

of pom to recognise that economicaily and artisticdly, it is time "to bring the sexes
together"(Sharrock 122-23).

Conclusion
In nie Uses of E n c m Bnmo Bettelheim states as his primary contention: "Fairy
tales reveal important truths about W' (227). For my own part, 1 have attempted to
show that Anne Rice's pornography serves a similar hction, and that in her J3eauty
trilogy, these key truths are three in number. First, what the adult can learn fiom

childhood fairy tales is that a similar d e applies in pomography: the ody condition to be
universally eschewed is boredom. The second key tmth is that adopting a reading
strategy based on the d e s of domsub can not only be illuminating to the work in
question but also with respect to the current state of literary criticism. Finally, the third

important tcuth is that women are as entitied to thek own pomography as are men, and
that in fact, it is women who are the creative force behind the radical improvement and

proliferation of pomography over the last twenty years.

That boredom would be perceived by an author as the main enemy of a fullilling life
should corne as no surprise. It is the strategies Rice's characters use to avoid that
boredom that raise the eyebrows and cianders of those who do not approve of, or simply
do not understand, domsub. Rice once pohted out the simple truism that "If you thuik

S&M is sexy, it needs no explmation. And if you don't, you wouldn't have the faintest
idea why anyone else does" (Ramsland 218). The people who f d into her second

category are the same people who, in terms of Fairy Tales, do not understaad why
Disney's versions cannot provide their chüdren with the developmental experiences
provided by those of the Brothers Grimm. Rice's use of the fais.-tale f o m to bring
"elegant" tabooed sexuality to her readers is her way of conveying the same message: as

long as you're not bore& the writer/artist/filmmaker/top is doing his or her job: they are
making you think and feel; they are helping you grow.

Domnib, as a sexual practise is feared, mininderstood, and even reviled Most of the
misunderstanding cornes fiom the beiief that it is about pain and dominatioo. It is not.
As we have seen, domsub is about trust. The tnist at the heart of domsub is so deeply

rooted that it ailows the participants to explore the absolute k t s of their s e d t y and
tolerance, without ever pemiitting the terror that those limits might be transgressed.
Employing domsub as a strategy for reading the &au&

trilogy is a simple extension of

the tales within the text. The challenge Lies in the willingness to cast off the paranoia that

leads to the deco~~~tfllctionist
view of the text-reader relationship and instead to take
"reader-response" to its t d y personalwd potentid: how does the readuig expenence
affect me? How have 1changed as a result of the reading process?

For rnany authors of fempom, Estenkg to the tales told by their bodies is essential, and
accordingiy they are concemed with what they are and are not culturaly permitted-as
women-to write, read, and unabashedly enjoy. History has taught that simply in order

to control their own bodies, women must be able io discuss freely al1 aspects of sexuality.
Fempom has a greater agenda: that women not only discuss, but create and revel in
pornographie art based on that sexuality. In the J3eautybooks, Anne Rice has created a

playground for adult sexual fantasies, both fiom a literary and a social perspective. Her
statement is one of fiedom to explore, as weli as express that exploration, and perhaps
most importantly, that other women exercise that fieedom. The very real predicament

that faces those women who choose to foilow Rice's lead is that the most vocal protest
against the publication of pomography wül almost invariably corne nom other women.

In the introduction to her 1984 anthology Pie-

es: Women_writeEt.= *

Lonnie

Barbach nimmed up her hopes for the burgeoning femporn movement of the tirne: that it

has "helpedto engender a culturai understanding that adventure and enjoyrnent in sex are
positive aspects of female sexuality to be celebrated with pleasure and joy, not shrouded

in guilt and discornfort"(xvüi). There is some evidence that this is indeed the case.
Ceriainly the way that fempom has expanded its begùinuigs as a s m d l niche and become a

mainstream, rnuitibillion-dollarpart of the pornography industry suggests that women's

sexuality bas become l e s than obscene to North American consumea. What may not be
as assured, however, is the funueof the fom. Trends in censorship have always been
cycticd, with the 1960s breakhg many of the taboos of the 1950s, but conversely with

the conservative 1980s lashing back against the experimental and l ~ s s e i - f i r e1970s.
What is necessary to ensure that femporn continues its progressive crusade for sexual
fkeedom is that it does not iimit its mass appeal to only halfthe population. Thus as
Lesley Ann Sharrock notes, while one must "wildy applaud aii the new erotica for

women....the next step has to be to bring the sexes together"(122). Xn that respect, as in

othen, Anne Rice appears to have served as an avatar of the pomography of the fiiture.
The classincation which serves as the fionbispiece in the first of Rice's Beauty books
ceaainly announces this as her objective: "anerotic novel of tendemess and cmelty for

the enjoyrnent of men and women" (emphasis mine).
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